
Dear Honorable:
Hon. Noël A. Kinsella;
Hon. Andrew Scheer;
Prime Minister Right Hon. Harper, Stephen;
Opposition Leader Hon. Mulcair, Thomas J.;
Opposition Leader Hon. Bob Rae;
Premiere of Saskatchewan Hon. Brad Wall; 
Opposition Hon. Cam Broten;
All politicians;

Originally, I planned to have article finish by the end of 2012.
By Christmas, this article was almost 100 pages long.
It was too long and bulky for my mini “Who is really a Canadian child?”
I rewrote again.
By the end of February, I found myself with a new article.
Since I couldn’t finish off before I leave the country, I decided to finish it off after I return back.

Then I found myself in the allergic reaction that itching entire body and stiff muscle badly. I ran
out of breath. Just second before collapse, I said sorry to Lord for me failing to complete the
article and asked Lord for forgiveness. Then I closed my eyes for peaceful dying.
Suddenly, the cold air blew over my face and got into my noses. I was revived back to life.
I thought my son opened the door but he said the door was closed and it should have no wind
coming inside the house.
Since my hair and my face dried up but not my body, the cold air was real. It wasn’t just the
imagination.

Then I told Lord, the reason my article is keeping bulky and took too long because I didn’t really
have idea of the final product was and the lack of my English.
If Heaven could guide me, I would complete before I left the country.
When I woke up at around 1:00 AM, the idea came to my mine and I kept typing.
At the end, I got something short and made sense. The issue, it was partial.
Another issue was the meaning of the new article was completely different from my original
script. It was stronger tone than I did and it was even new word like shell and robbery items.
Finally, I decided to put them as is.
I inserted some of mine and make a connection to make up this article.
Therefore, you will find a bulky article inside a short one or vice versa.
In that mismatch, I had also need to change title for the chapter and so on.
I decided to keep my original quotation coincided with the new title (without quotation). Even
though; some of them shouldn’t belong to the topic.

Since it was just a draft, I edited and arranged the place for them but I found myself copied the
original script on the top of my editing. I tried to recover from auto save but all of them had the
same content.
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Since the time was ran out, I decided to leave it as is for now.
I just add section number but some of them didn’t seem to follow its order.
I tried to connect them together as much as possible.

After printout, I read it over. In my surprise, it was better than my third or fourth draft in term of
English written.
So, please beware that, this is the mismatch ideas in one article.

Message to all Canadian politicians:
I think this one was seemed to urgent and I have to send to you before I am leaving in the next
few days.
I urge all of you put aside political differences and come together and do your part to save
Canada if you think Canada is your country.
I hope you are all, altogether will redesign the future of Canada.
I am also hope; I see the result when I return back.

Sincerely yours;

Eng S. Ly
PS: The article in electronics form can download in PDF file in the following link:
http://www.pubforum.com/slave.pdf
PS:
I will mail print copy to Prime Minister and opposition party’s leaders.
In addition, I will mail print copy to Speaker of the House of Commons and Parliament and
senate for the availability for all Canadian politicians.
I will send e-mail copy to Saskatchewan politician rather than print copy. (I don’t have time to
go to postal office).
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Canadian Slave
The Modern Day of Canada

“Keep your dream alive, injustice or justice only time will tell.”
By Eng S Ly

The greed for equality and justice

Over than ten years I tried to explain our politicians, media, and Canadian that, our system is
depending on our young generation to take care for everything that we had done and left behind
for them.
Therefore, no matter who or what class of population raise them, we must treat them equally just
like we treat one of our own.

Unfortunately, politicians and media in that generation in question failed our children terribly.
They treated children a slave which was born just for paying taxes to support them, the master.
They left behind billions of dollar worth of debt for children to pay but they didn’t even give
children a penny when the child needed for surviving and schooling.
Over than ten years later, do we have a new generation who are actually does concern and care
about our children welfare, fairness, equal right, and justice?

It is ashamed that the country likes Canada treated our poorest children as slave.
Why governments of this country couldn’t treat their children equally and why the governments
didn’t grant the right to life to the vulnerable and defenseless children?

Why our constitution and our Charter of Rights and Freedoms are worth nothing in term of
protecting venerable population, the equal right and right to life?
Why only media, public opinion, and best *money* can activate the meaningful of the content of
constitution and Charter of Rights and Freedoms?
When will the content of the constitution and Charter are magically turning live and protecting
the entire population regardless race, sex, age, marital status, class, and wealth?

Written on behalf of Heaven and wait to see when earth using conscience for doing thing.
Thank Heaven for assisting this written to make them done within a couple of weeks.

Sincerely yours;

Eng S Ly
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Important events to be notice

The following is the important schedules to take a note.
*** August 1999 to January 2000, I was on the controversial social assistance.
*** The May 3, 2000 Appeal Hearing was to decide whatever the cutoff social assistance in
January 31, 2000 should reinstate or not.
*** Social service invoked its section 19 to re-cutoff social assistance effective from April
30, 2000. It is meant, the re-cutoff social assistance was took effect 3 days before May 3, 2000
Appeal Hearing was heard.
*** The August 9, 2000 Appeal Hearing was set up for hearing of the re-cutoff social
assistance that was effective from April 30, 2000.

The following is what I learnt from each event:
In August 1999's event, I learnt that, the new system implemented the greedy and heartless
policy of Saskatchewan into the law of Canada.
Once it became law, this greed and heartless would become inhumane and it was happened.

Two children received the same child benefits but one child had fully rights and privileges to
keep and to utilize this receiving benefit at will while the other child didn’t.
That is meant the equal rights that were guaranteed by constitution was violated or infringed.

I believed “Each individual must have the same level of liberty to execute its
rights and privileges.”

I was also noticed that children didn’t list in the family basic need as they normally did.
Since there were partial child benefit adjustment was available; in that time, I didn’t really get in
depth into this new system either.
However, I did have some suspicions over this practicing. Including the replacement of social
assistance with the maximum child benefits, I was so concern a possible right to life violation.

In my letter to Prime Minister and Premiere, I stressed my concern on a possible equal right
infringement.
I had also raise concern a possible right to life infringement as well.
In other words, the law that effective from 1998 might violate or infringed section 7 and 15 of
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

*** “The reason I wrote that letter because these two intellectuals were pretty much involved
in the establishment of Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
From this token, I believed they would do all their power to protect their achievement.
It turned out I was so deadly wrong about that.
It was seemed to me they did it for their political gain only. It wasn’t from their sincere.
For them, the 90s revelation wasn’t constitution but spending.
Sad to say, they wasted about two billions for the cancellation of the Helicopters’ purchase,
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privatized airport cancellation, and gun registration and its associated ad campaign. They even
hurt Canadian company by spending over than $300 million purchased Microsoft Office at the
time the country didn’t need.
Only a small fraction of these wasteful monies could avert children like my children from the
hell of hunger.
One thing I’d like to advice Canadian though, it should have a mechanism to prevent a madness
government from destroying the country interest. It should impose a probation time of no penalty
cancellation clause but a fair expense’s compensation for political controversial contract.
Such fine print would save Canadian billions of dollars in Brian Mulroney and Jean Chrétien
political feud.” ***

After that letter, something weird was going on with my social assistance.
Social service sent me letter upon letters about overpayment.
Finally, our November 1999’s family income was increase to $155 higher than the basic need.
That $155 became a tool for social service to cutoff our social assistance in January 31, 2000 or
6 months after we were on welfare.
Since we definitely lived in $0.00 for food in the consecutive months of the post cutoff welfare,
we submitted our income and requested a reinstate our social assistance back.
They set up the Appeal Hearing date May 3, 2000 to hear whatever social assistance could
reinstate or not.

In that cutoff welfare payroll, I learnt in the hard way that, the reason they didn’t list the child in
the family’s social assistance because of the new law of Canada that took effect from 1998.
Under that new law, they abolished social assistance for the child.
In other words, they banned children from accessing necessity food assistance for living.
Since my children were falling into this category of lacking of food for surviving, I tried to find a
possible solution for it.
In my surprise, they didn’t even consider to assist the child to avert hunger that caused by their
law or policy. They had no any child benefits adjustment to avert child hunger. Even though,
they forced the child to transfer maximum child benefit (not the receiving amount) from
Canadian government to subsidy provincial or territorial social service at the potential loss basis.
In my question to some of the government offices, what was happened if the child didn’t receive
a penny from child benefits or received partial child benefit like my children for instance?
It was no definite answer to that either. Most of them suggest me to ask MP or MLA.

I wrote Prime Minister and Premiere and suggested the available child benefit adjustment for the
low-income family who was living outside of welfare.
Again, I urged Prime Minister and Premiere to abandon or rewrite their policy to avoid a
possible constitutional infringement. Perhaps, that letter caused social service to go all their
length to ensure that I would never on welfare payroll again.
In May 2000, social service issued another decree of cutting off social assistance again. It was
effective from April 30, 2000. The re-cutoff social assistance was in effect since 3 days before
the May 3, 2000 reinstate social assistance’s Appeal Hearing took place.
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The strange behavior was the income to initiate the cutoff didn’t arrive until two months later.
This is the most unethical decision social service ever done.

They set up another Appeal Hearing in August 9, 2000.
The outcome of that hearing was indicated that, in addition to starve those poorest children, they
pulled all of their strings to prevent the children from accessing the necessity require for
education and clothing.

It was so sad but nothing I could do about it.
I could only research and kept writing to Prime Minister and Premiere for their mercy.
In my research into their policy, I was so disappointed.
Perhaps, it was political motivation for them to set aside, punished, and starved these poorest
children to satisfy their taxpayers.
I just didn’t understand. How those so-called taxpayers and media feel like, when they live off
payment from these children paying to support their social programs and welfare?
Didn’t they feel ashamed of their inhumane starved these children at all?
How about the children’s parent or guardian who was living in hunger and hardship without life
to raise these children?
These people were so poor and they didn’t have significant background income to obtain benefit
from their children taxpayers. In contrast, the one who inhumanly starved them and their
children would be the one who get the most out of their children. Did media are the blame?
Sadly, this is a really slave and master in the making in the country called Canada.

Now, the first generation of both the victims and Canadian children are becoming the new
generation of taxpayers.
I urge you to look at the case that victimized your family and you for decade.
I also urge former Canadian children that lived off the hunger of the non-Canadian children.
You should not fail yourself and your children.
You should question the current Prime Minister and Premiere why they are still strongly
endorsing such policy and where justice for the victims such as you and others?
They, particularly Prime Minister, didn’t actually do anything specific to redeem the deficit of
equal right and no right to life.
The program such as Tax Free Saving Account (TFSA) was purely designed for those who had
saving to set aside to beginning with. 
They should have known that welfare recipient in Saskatchewan for instance was limited to
$500 maximum cash or bank account. For the poorest families and their children, governments
forced them to live in hunger in order to redirect their food assistance to fund the increase
income benefits for Canadian families and their children.
So, these people have very limited saving income. As the result, these two lowest castes or
classes must and have to pay income taxes for every penny in interest earn. 
Canadian families and their children are more likely becoming one of the TFSA beneficiaries.
Well to be honest with you, that TFSA is more or less benefitting the bank as it was lock into
low interest saving account rather than for example GIC.
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Introduction

Prior 1998, a few provincial and territorial governments practiced a policy to strip away anything
but food to impoverish our children for their political gain.

In 1998, Canadian government implemented this policy into the law of the land of Canada.
That law divided poor children into two categories, the poor and the poorest.
They bumped up the poor to Canadian children status with the expense of the food ration of the
poorest children whose governments didn’t recognize as Canadian children.

Media in that generation pushed forward and drummed up propaganda machines against these
most venerable and defenseless children.
Under those bombardments, a lot of Canadian believed these children and families were the one
who was responsible for their misfortune and also gave them all the hardship.

In 2000, I personally faced the wrath of this policy.
This policy forced us to live with $0.00 income for food and clothing and no help could be
found.
In my attempt to undo the misunderstanding, I became the victim of the circumstance or at least
it appeared to be that way.
A lot of coincident were happened. It was happened almost every single letter I wrote Prime
Minister and Premiere about the maltreatment of our children and the possible infringed section
7 and 15 of our Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
The question was, how many coincident constitute suspicion?
One thing that I accustomed to, it was audit: A lot of audits.
However, I don’t think it is acceptable for using internal appeal to confiscate intellectual
property. The same is true. I don’t think it is acceptable for income tax office to override income
tax form to confiscate intellectual property.
Those kinds are the authoritarian or dictatorship act.
How could Prime Minister and Premiere do nothing and allowed the department under their
watch did such thing to Canadian citizen or resident?
What is really different between Canada and other dictatorship regimes that were practicing
internal appeal is final or overrode one clause of the laws for the purpose of confiscating one
intellectual property?
After all, Canada is using the same kind of tricks of the trades of those dictatorships anyway.

Well I just wait to see when government decides to return me back the confiscated money.
When Canadian government decides to treat our children equally?
When the right to life is restore to all Canadian again?
When justice is no longer just a joke?

In our conscience, we can do better for our life and our future.
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Word of Caution

My background was considerably evolutionist and materialist with some form of atheist
ideology but usually I was neutral when turned to something unexplainable.
In this context, I used a lot of terms such as Lord, Heaven, and so on.

These wordings were solely come from my experience with those beings.
Those beings should and must not reveal as it wasn’t any new material to believe or to seek for.
If anyone believed these described beings, one should and must seek from his or her existent
belief, religion, doctrine, theory, or/and discipline rather.

Heaven’s attempt to save Canada:
*** Base on Judging Commissioner (a Heaven being or angel):

There are two factors contributing to the collapse of Canada.
One is the system itself and the other is disaster from either nature or other catastrophes or both.
The purpose Heaven sent me to Canada is just temporary buying time for Canada.
Although I was useless irrelevance to the case or just a puppet, but my existence could let
Heaven to temporary stopped the breakup of the country. ***

The buying time was ended at the Christmas of 2009 which ended up in appointment of Judging
Commissioner to oversee the second phase of buying time.
This letter is the last ditch of the available delay attempt by Heaven. Judging Commissioner will
soon decide the time to officially end of this second phase.
Canada has a choice to continue buying time by oneself.
If so desire, making necessary change to avert disaster altogether.
The first thing to do is returned back the equal right and the right to life of the children.
Since, my family became the victim in this episode, Heaven Beings decided to add it to the bill.

The buying time is resulting in delay or temporary suspense some of the known activities that
contribute to the collapse of Canada. In turn, it gives time for Canada to redeem itself for
permanent solution.
However beware, during the buying time, not the entire activities can temporary stop or avert.

My final word of caution:
Although, I had some kind of relationship with Heaven Beings but I wasn’t holy or some sort.
I was a sinner just like everybody else.
Please do yourself a favour and don’t commit sin against Heaven by considering me of any kind
of holy or some sort of.
Remember, I am a human being just like you.
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Chapter One
Selecting Players

The chosen one would understand the equal right
and the right to life and fought hard for it.

How many volunteers to become the next chosen?

The 1997's throne speech signaled a beginning of the dark chapter of the modern day of Canada.
The slavery system was in the making.

The following is the exact wording in the 1997’s throne speech.
- “Federal, provincial and territorial governments have agreed to address the problems of
low-income families and have collaborated on development of the National Child Benefit (NCB). 
The NCB, which will be implemented by July 1998, is a major step forward in improving support
to low-income families with children.”
- “Together, the Government of Canada, provincial and territorial governments have also
developed a framework for reinvestment which will redirect provincial and territorial funds into
complementary programs and services such as daycare, drug and/or dental plans or increased
income benefits for Canadian families and their children.  This collaboration will create a truly
National Child Benefit System.” (Excerpt from September 23, 1997's throne speech)

This scheme called Redirect Child Benefit scheme which was done by Saskatchewan and some
other provincial and territorial governments since a several decades earlier.
It was considered illegal but it was no action on part of Canadian government to protect the
child’s equal rights. Perhaps the cause of this ignoring was the cozy relationship between
Premiere and Prime Minister.

After July 1998, this kind of dirty stolen child benefit trick was totally legal. It became the law
of the land of Canada.
Many times, federal government encouraged other provincial and territorial governments to
follow Saskatchewan lead.

The scheme is straight forward and it is easy to understand.
It has something to do with transfer payment from Canadian government to provincial and
territorial governments. A new vehicle to transfer NCB payment was the poorest children.

Formally, provincial and territorial governments issued food assistance to compensate the
children that didn’t have sufficient income for his or her food ration for surviving.
They issued it in the form of social assistance or in a different name in a different jurisdiction.

Under the new rule, provincial and territorial governments didn’t have to issue such social
assistance to the child. Such assistance was canceled or abolished. It is meant; they officially
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banned children from food assistance.
The participated provincial and territorial governments as in throne speech “Together, the
Government of Canada, provincial and territorial governments have also developed a
framework for reinvestment which will redirect provincial and territorial funds into
complementary programs and services such as daycare, drug and/or dental plans or increased
income benefits for Canadian families and their children.”

In Saskatchewan, they redirected the fund saving from paying no child social assistance to fund
a newly established programs called “Saskatchewan Building Independent”. (Each province and
territory had a different name for their new redirect child benefit programs.)
It is meant, the beneficiary of SBI or other name for other provinces and territories was totally
benefiting from the hunger of the children that was banned from receiving social assistance.

Instead of directly transfer the share payment to provincial and territorial governments as they
usually did in the past; Canadian government injected that transfer payment fund into child
benefit. They changed the name to National Child Benefit (NCB) or NCBS if word supplement
is added (National Child Benefit Supplement).

Since the NCB was equal to social assistance for the child, Canadian families and their children
would see increase income benefits from its regular child benefit to social assistance benefit
without living on welfare.
The group was banned from social assistance known as non-Canadian children were forced to
redirect this NCB to replace its abolished child social assistance. The right and privilege to child
benefit of these children was revoked by Canadian government and other level governments.
As the result, Canadian children enjoyed the increase in child benefit and they could use to
increase their school allowance if desire to.
The unfortunate children, the other hand, didn’t have the right to use their receiving child benefit
for school allowance or such. Their child benefit was their abolished food assistance.

This new law is effectively divided children into two classes or castes.
The HAVE child has the right to its receiving NCB while HAVE NOT child has NO RIGHT.
Later, you will see Canadian government divided the HAVE and HAVE-NOT children
depending on the number of children in a family basis.
In this introductory class or caste division, we will focus on how it differs between Canadian
children and the one not recognized a Canadian children or non-Canadian children.

The formula they utilized for the scheme as follow:
For Canadian children benefits:
Canadian children = child basic need (food ration and clothing allowance) + NCB +
Complementary programs and services.
In Saskatchewan, it would be $4.04/day basic need + $4.04 NCB + SES and extend healthcare
benefit.
Total bump up benefit excluding complementary programs and services was $8.08/day.
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For the child who didn’t eligible for Canadian children benefits, the formula as follow:
Non-Canadian children status = transferring NCB to basic need + complementary programs and
services.
In Saskatchewan, the basic need would be up to $4.04 transferred in from NCB + $0.00 NCB
(after transferred out) + SES and extend healthcare benefit.
Total basic need (transferring from its maximum child benefits) excluding complementary
programs and services was up to $4.04/day.

In this case, Canadian children had its income for food ($4.04/day) plus up to $4.04 more for
their school allowance or whatever these Canadian children wanted to spend.
The one that both level governments didn’t recognize as their Canadian children would receive
up to $4.04 child benefit but the child must redirect this up to $4.04 to replace the abolished
$4.04 child social assistance. Hence; school allowance for this group of children was $0.00
versus up to $4.04 for Canadian children counterpart.
That unfortunate story wasn’t ended there.
If the child received less than maximum child benefits like my children did, then the worst
nightmare of living in hunger began. My case in the year 2000 was one of the victims from this
class or caste division policy.
They didn’t have any child benefit adjustment to compensate the difference between the
abolished child’s social assistance and the receiving less than maximum child benefits or worst
receive none.
This is a double blow to the face of these unfortunate children. These children suffered from
both no child benefit and insufficient food for surviving.
In the worst case scenario, the child didn’t receive any child benefit ($0.00 for precise).
How the child could magically turned this $0.00 to a real $4.04 to buy food?
Base on the law, it is the child problem for not raising in Canadian families and their children.

Over than ten years, I wrote Prime Minister of Canada and Premiere to alleviate and avert this
unnecessary hunger by issuing NCB adjustment to the low-income children who their parent or
guardian was living outside of welfare system.

Notes: NCB in here is a combination of NCB and temporary benefit before NCB reached social
assistance level of the province or territory in question.

Unfortunately, Prime Minister and Premiere did nothing about it. The fund for these children’s
food or social assistance was already redirected to fund programs, services, and increased
income benefits for Canadian families and their children. They had nothing left for these non-
Canadian children.
In other words, these non-Canadian children funded Canadian children’s benefits with their own
food or living in hunger in order to subsidy the improvement of the living life of Canadian
families and their children.
This is not a joke, it is for real.
I faced this kind of drama in 2000 and years afterward.
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While the non-Canadian children status was living in hunger and lacking of schooling need, it
was a win and wins situation for both level governments who participated in this scheme.

Canadian government would credit for issuing NCB to children and making Canadian proud of
their child benefit generosity.
Provincial and territorial governments would get credit for establishing the complementary
programs, services, and increased income benefits for Canadian families and their children.

It was sound innocent enough but did anyone ever thinking of how they could establish a new
programs and services with little extra spending?
After all, someone had to pay for it and who was so generous?
It turned out the most kindness and generous person on earth was the poorest children known as
non-Canadian children that Canadian government set aside to pay the bill from his or her own
food ration or living in hunger basis.

These new classes of poor non-Canadian children that Canadian government impoverished them
to the poorest children were possibly paid the high salary and wages for the operators and the
plan administration as well.
Is that nice for the poor children to live in hunger in order to pay for those bills?
I don’t see it was nice either but those children had no choice because it was the law of the land.

So, how Canadian government could do it with the support of media community?
In my opinion, it wasn’t media didn’t notice but the blind mind of the individual in the media
made it possible.
Over than ten years, how many times I wrote media for assistance?
Unfortunately, none of them ever expressed or even took a few minute to reply.
It wasn’t only media failed our children. It was also a fatal failure of the so-called child advocate
like Campaign 2000 and so on.

There were 3 objects that I fought on behalf of the poor children for over than ten years but it
went nowhere.
1 Two children received the same child benefits; both should have the same rights to keep
and to use its receiving child benefits.
2 Abolished or banned the child from accessing basic food income should violate the rights
to life of our constitution.
3 If both rights above were denial, government should at least issue child benefit
adjustment to low-income family outside of welfare to avert child hunger.

The issue was who are willing to defense the rights of these designated slave children?
Over than 10 years and countless of letters to Prime Ministers and Premieres, none of them ever
had any willingness to give their designated slave children a chance of surviving without hunger.
I even wrote competition letter to change the name of the child benefit to its serving purpose. So
that it didn’t misleading public.
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I wrote opposition party including Bloc Quebecois, Parliament, Senate, Legislature, Supreme
Court of Canada, Governor General, Canada Human Rights Commissioners, the so-called child
advocate like Campaign 2000, media including TV station, newspaper, and magazine, United
Nation, and even United Way of Canada.
But it generated no help.
As in response from Human right commissioner, they were no human right violation in this
democratic Canada.
Sometimes, I made this reference or mentioned in my letters to U.S Presidents and U.S political
leaders to alert them from doing the same.
It was horrible and really sad for the poor children in the capitalist country and wealthy like
Canada. Canada refused her children food ration to avert living in hunger, come on Canadian
wake up.
Even you want to put these children for your slave; you should at least have some moral to give
them food when they need.

Perhaps, this difficulty level that forced Heaven to save my life in the communist killing field
regime. Despite, I was considered some kind of atheist but sometime I was dare enough to put
dead aside and challenged the communist killing policy.
In Canada, I had to face hunger and hardship in order to challenge Canadian slavery or
inequality, greed, inhuman, and heartless law.
Worst, I lost more to the authoritarian seizure such as PTA, income tax return, and many more.
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*** Special notes:
From here till the end of the chapter is the partial background while I was under
Heaven protection.
If you are government, perhaps it is benefitting for reading this.
It contented a discrimination against the married woman and many other matters.

***

I. Heaven First Selection and you are next:
About 12000km away, a young man sometime was stupid and crazy enough trying to save
people life from unnecessary slaughtered by communist killing field regime.
Including his severe hunger experience and the lack of suitable candidate, he would be the best
choice at the time.
The difficulty was, this young man was easy going for human being but hard for any kind of
spiritual or the world he didn’t see and felt.
He selected religion to believe for just in case something unexpectedly hidden in the evolution.
The good thing, he was a moderate atheist, more reasonable, and not a hardcore one.

The young man experience something very strange but he couldn’t explain by any mean of
science, materialistic reasoning, and reasoning. He marked it as miracle or unexplainable.

In the earlier 1978, a mysterious rats and mice vanished in just one day after they shifted
responsible to the young man. His life was saved by this mysterious occurrence.
A few months later, it was at least 3 coincident in one day and his life was saved from execution.
In the morning he decided to ask permission to visit village. Coincidentally, the leader granted
him permission.
Along the way to village, village leader accompanied with local military commander set out to
arrest and executed the young man in the allegation of stealing coconut from neighbor village.
Coincidentally, they missed each other at the approximately 100m separate path. The young man
used the abandoned very old broken and very dangerous unstable bridge while the killers boated
across the river.
The leader and military commander couldn’t find the young man in the farm; they went to the
young man station.
Coincidentally, the neighbor village’s leader and the young man’s leader were both stayed
together at the young man station.
Coincidentally, both leaders were strongly defended the young man from the false allegation.
That was a very rare incident that communist members fought against each other for the New
Population (non-communist population).

A several months later, the young man locked down with one of the village leaders. He alleged
the leader had no authority to kill villagers. He did it in the commune lunch time.
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He even went too far to tell the leader to dissolve the spy team (the authority that had legal right
to arrest, torture, and execute suspect without warrant).
In just about 30 minutes of his stupidity, he got about ten death sentences in total.
The leader should have arrest and executed as its usual business but instead he went to report to
have the young man kill for treason.
Something went terribly wrong. Upon his report, his teammate arrested and executed him.
That wasn’t strange enough yet. It was even very strange and surprise, they immediately ordered
to dissolve the spy team.
Instead of sending to regular district youth, they ordered to send the young man to their resident
youth. A couple of weeks later, they appointed young man to work in the provincial rice mill.
In their laborer standard, that was a big reward.

That was a very rare occasion and amazingly surprise. The killing field regime protected and
rewarded the one who criticized their policy even that person came from their enemy class.
In contrast and shock, Canada did the opposite to its critic.

The young man in question was now a man and it was me. So, throughout the article, I will use
this term interchangeably.

II. Life after Chosen:
I didn’t know when I was chosen but after survived from execution, the life was seemed
different in all aspects. A lot of miracles were happened and most of them were happened in a
life and dead situation.
Then in 1980, I began seeing beings in the dream.
Later, I volunteered to fight for the defenseless people.
What I didn’t know, it was happened about 18 years later.

For you, the next chosen, I don’t think you need to go through like I did.
The matter is already in progress while I was about 18 years before it was happened.
Best of all, you don’t need to live in hunger like I did.

To bring me to Canada, Heaven planned many coincident.
The first plan was get me out of the country.
In the 1980, my business was booming. Since the volunteer thing was just a dream and I had a
tendency of materialistic idea, I don’t think I would leave the country at all.
Then, a stranger came to my house while I wasn’t home. He told people in my house that, I
would leave the country to the other side of the globe. Everybody laughed at him. It was
ridiculous for me to leave when business was booming.
About a month later, a convoy of army came with decree from city hall and declared illegal
possession air-conditioner. Upon posting the decree, they ransack from house to house searched
and seized all the air-conditioners.
They took almost everything from my appliance repair shop. One officer even pointed his AK47
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riffle to my chest in an attempt to shoot me. He was so angry for me trying to disrupt them from
taken central air. They accidentally dropped it and since I didn’t screw everything in place yet, it
was cracked and discharged Freon gas. Luckily, people anger forced the officer to back out.

The issue for me was; such decree was valid only one day.
I ended up compensate the loss to my clients. I went broke and became penniless within a day.

Just about running out of food, two unexpected things were happened and it was only one day
apart from each other. The first one was the offer a travel expense to the border and the next day
was people from the border came. In their words, pick me up to the border. 
In the border camp another miracle was happened. A farmer whom I occasionally fed him at the
time of famine had something urged him to visit the information gathering station. That was just
before they put my friend and me in the detention room for torture interrogation at nighttime.

About 8 months later a former co-worker saw my wife situation was in danger. He made an
arrangement for me to escape from the border camp. I didn’t have money for it but he arranged
everything for free except about $4 for security fee.
In the adventure into the refugee camp, there were many miracles such as a sudden heavy rain,
only one lightning for entire raining period, soldier heard my voice but didn’t see me even
though I was just about a meter away from him, soldier came toward my wife but he just laughed
and walked back to his partner, and the joint force of security and spy team were leaving their
temporary post just second before we got there.
In the camp, a person that I met once or twice in the border camp did everything to arrange me a
stay in the refugee camp. It was very difficult to get permission to stay in refugee camp.
I faced deport back to the border camp. UNHCR couldn’t do anything about it. When I talked to
Thai officer, they just simply said it is your people problem and he marked cancel. That was
surprise UNHCR staffs. They had no record of someone could stay after Thai officer put the
name in return list (without corruption money exchange hand). UNHCR staffs even warned me
not to go there because I would get beat up and threw in jail right away.
It was the last batch registration for refugee in the camp. If I didn’t come in that last minute
registration, I had no chance to come to Canada either.

In 1983, I was called for interview with Immigration of Canada.
Just before my turn, UNHCR staffs called themselves and their relative.
I wasn’t sure the reason Canadian Immigration officer accepted interview the one that didn’t
have name in the list either. All I knew if I arrived in Canada in that time, the chance of I was on
welfare was almost none. That wasn’t the purpose that I supposed to stay in Canada.
After that incident, I let go the dream and went on with our life. You couldn’t trust dream for a
real deal. Plainly, it is wrong.

Later I applied for immigrating to Japan and I ended up filed VISA form and had final interview
with Japanese immigration officers.
Then I had name to interview with Canada immigration again. This time the interview was taken
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place outside of the refugee camp. The only people had name in the list could go there. I got
accepted.
That time I had two countries to migrate.
Finally, UNHCR called me in and asked me to decide which country I wanted to go.
After thinking of my dream, I decided to go to Canada. Then Japanese Embassy sent me a
rejection paper.

III.1 Life in Canada:
The night after I knew my province of resident was Saskatchewan; in the dream, I was arrived
there in the evening. I saw bunches of white stuff around. It turned out that was snow that I had
no experience before.
In the morning I heard a noise like a machine shop nearby. It turned out that was just a house
repair in that day.
I got out of the house to find out if it was a machine shop. I saw a building in front of the house.
It turned out that was a primary school.
I went left to find machine shop. I saw twin roads. It turned out that was Victoria Avenue.
In the road I saw caravan of oxen. Each of them carried farm produce. I saw their children were
so skinny just like living in hunger like we did in the communist killing field regime.
When I asked how come their children were so skinny, the voice told me that those children
needed help and I could be their helper.

When I woke up, I was thinking of Saskatchewan was a farm community but how come children
in the farm community were starving, I didn’t really understand.
What I interested in was the noise that I thought a machine shop.
In that time, I thought of finding the place to build my invention prototypes.

The time, I arrived in Regina, everything just like I saw in the dream.
About 8 A.M in the morning, the sound I heard in the dream began.
Instead of going to see them, I just look toward the sound through the window. I had no rush to
find them anyway. I also knew the road out there were plenty of vehicles not the oxen caravan.

That dream is more or less was accurate base on the place.
It wasn’t the first time I saw place before I went there. The only different was this time I asked
Heaven for.
What I forgot was, in the communist killing field regime, anytime I saw place it became a
terrified place for us. However, I didn’t think Canada was the same communist killing field
regime. The other reason, this time I asked for. Perhaps, it is O.K.
It turned out I was wrong. Horror was just waiting for me just right in the corner.

A family who was in the same flight to Regina with me did the right thing.
He accepted part time job and he ended up with $250 extra income and his wife had opportunity
to take ESL class as well. By the end of the day, both of them became employable ready.
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I took the wrong way.
I got fulltime job. I didn’t get $250 extra income but I lost entire child benefit and I lived in
hunger like hell.
My wife lost opportunity for her ESL class.
By the end of the day, we ended up having only one employable person in family.

The rules of engagements that I later learnt as follow:
One: Don’t accept any fulltime job unless the pay was equal or higher than allowance.
Two: Don’t report you had a job until after you cashed out your first paycheck from work.

The rules were so simple but those who didn’t comply like I did, would face consequence in
according to the level of violation.
I broke all of their rules and to make the matter worse my starting date was officially at 8th of
the month. By the time I received my first paycheck, it was 19th.
This check replaced allowance paycheck but it was about one third lower than allowance.
I went to discuss the matter with immigration officer. She told me to apply for Family Income
Plan. The lady from the church helped me out.
By the end of the month, every bill was due. My next paycheck was due on the 3th of the month.
It could only cover utilities bill but not rent. The other hand, I didn’t have money for food.
I went to immigration officer again to request for extra one month shelter allowance. They told
me nothing they could do about it. They gave me a phone number to contact social service for
applying for social assistance.
Again, lady from the church helped me out. I got interview for applying for social assistance.
In the meantime, I told my landlord about my situation.
He told me to pay him whenever I could but not pass the next month rent. He said, he was
willing to fight with immigration office if I defaulted the rent within my first year in Canada.
Upon receiving my second paycheck, I paid utilities bill but the issue was no money for food.
I was new in Canada. I didn’t know where to find food. I had no choice but to live in hunger.
Then I received about one hundred dollars assistance check. Combine with my third paycheck I
could pay the rent.
I thought the assistance check was from social service because immigration officer told me that,
Family Income Plan assessed base on yearly income.
I immediately wrote Family Income Plan to cancel my application.
I didn’t receive any assistance check afterward.
I wrote social service and they told me that I applied for both Family Income Plan and Social
assistance and now it was cancelled.
I told them I wrote the request for cancellation. They told me to re-apply for social assistance. I
did. The issue was no retroactive for the loss of assistance.
I missed the rent for the second month and continued to live with considerably total hunger
without food.
Once I was on social assistance, the next issue arose. Social service removed entire child benefit
for their trophy.
In that time, child benefit was the only income I relied for food. Now, it was gone.
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As the money was diverting to pay for the deficit, the real starvation was officially begun.

For my family, I tried to buy multivitamin and mineral supplement whenever they got on sale.
For myself, I packed two hotdogs for lunch. I ate one and kept one for the next day. I could eat
both of them on Friday. I did that to show I had two hotdogs for lunch.
My supervisor might notice this and due to the degradation in job performance. He often offered
me a temporary loan of $20 and paid him back in the next payday. I refused to accept the loan
because it won’t solve any of my issues I was facing but I didn’t tell him to avoid got fire.

In addition to hunger, I had to pay the loan for the flight to come to Canada. If wasn’t free like
some Canadian thought.

The severe hunger caused a ringing in my ears and I had a hard time to hear. I couldn’t even do a
simple arithmetic operation. I resorted to use tape measurement to do such operation. Such
method was error prone and it took more time to make the job done.
One day my boss blew the shit out of me. He said, I wasn’t the same as the one he interviewed
for the job. He asked me what was wrong with me. He should have hired Vietnamese fella
instead.
Well, nothing I can say about it. I made a wrong move to accept fulltime job with less pay. I
tried to build my independent prematurely. It won’t work in Canada.
In turn, it took over than ten years to undo the damage of this premature building independent.
Thank volunteers from churches for helping out.

III.2 Authoritarian or dictatorship act against its citizen:
III.2a Welfare or social assistance overpayment:
Later the bad news struck me every hard. I was unsuccessfully resolved the so-called
overpayment with social service.
My working hour was reduced by one hour a day, from 8h/day reduced to 7h/day.
Social service issued me about $3 (or $2 if I remember correctly) underpayment.
Afterward, social service still deducted my income the same as the one I worked for 8h/day
while I still working 7h/day. A couple of months later, I got layoff in January 3.
In this case, social service should have owed me the underpayment of 1h/day for the last couple
of months before I got layoff plus the rest of the month of January.
Social service issued a paycheck in advance. That was one of the reasons drove my deficit to one
month longer in my first hunger in Canada.

Instead of issuing underpayment, social service assessed the same amount for overpayment. It
was about $700 (if I remember correctly it was $768.63). It was about one full month of my
basis need plus the deficit that I didn’t have income for that January month due to the layoff.

In that fatal day, after I couldn’t persuade social service to redo its overpayment assessment, for
some reason I was badly lost my mind. I thought of over than $700 overpayment added to my
current deficit of the same amount, it would be about $1500 total deficit. Without any extra
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income, it would cause me a several months living in hunger. I had a new born and I couldn’t
afford such hunger.
I didn’t know how I did in that January fatal day. Somehow, I traveled to the corner of Broad
Street and 8th Avenue intersection instead of going back home in just a few blocks away from
social service office.
There where I decided to end my life in my mistakenly thinking social service would write off
the debt after my death. That way, it would prevent my family from another starvation.

I remembered, in that hopelessness, I ran across a lonely vehicle that trying to pass through
amber light before it turned red.
Miraculously, the vehicle could stop on time and the driver, the elderly lady, opened her window

and shout at me. She shouted “If you wanted to die don’t come to die here. You should
have thinking of your death would bring a lot of people down with you”.

I regained my mind back. Wow, what am I doing and why I came here?

My life was up and down and I couldn’t do anything about it. It was helpless and hopeless.
Other than people from the church tried to spread their good news, I had nowhere to rely on.
 
Volunteer from church spent an hour a week to teach my wife English but it won’t last long
because the volunteer had no longer have time for it.
Later, volunteer from the other church came to teach their bible literature.
Again, it was about an hour a week but this time it was for a year or so.
These church people saved my family and restoring to 2 employable people where Immigration
of Canada totally failed us.
It was 12 years late if did comparison to my neighbor who arrived in the same flight with us.
Unfortunately, I failed again. This time Canada law implemented in 1998 prevented both of us
from employment at the same time.

III.2b Provincial Training Allowance (PTA):
By 1999, my wife could have a chance to try her English in the employment program called “Job
Search”.
It turned out we fell into the scam of Provincial Training Allowance (PTA).
PTA scammed my wife about $4000 for this Job Search class. For our family, that was worth
one full year of our food income. It is meant PTA forced us to live without a penny for food or
lived in hunger for one full year.

That scam was part of their policy discriminated against married woman.
Hello, this is Canada isn’t it, where is section 28 of Canadian Charter that guaranteed male and
female are equal?

I was male attending my class, my spouse was a female must quit her class
even though she was already in her full session and I didn’t even start yet.
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At the time my wife attending Job Search class, my EI counselor informed me about the
commencing of my preparation class for certified technician exam.
We found out, upon my class began, my wife was no longer eligible for her Job Search class
even though her course was already in progress.

How could Canada practicing this kind of discrimination against married woman?

I told my EI counselor that I could wait for my wife to complete her course first.
EI counselor didn’t want to pay me for waiting for my wife completed her course.
As she stated, it could be a year because they had no plan for a second class after the first class
was completed. So, she tried to negotiate with PTA to make an arrangement that both of us
could attention the training at the same time.

PTA agreed with my EI counselor in a condition that, she must calculate all the course expense
and made it the equal payment for the entire course.
My EI counselor did all the expense calculation and added them to my current EI paycheck.
PTA approved EI payment arrangement.
In that time, PTA did honor its agreement with EI counselor.
Both of us could attend the class without any issue at all.
The good thing, my EI counselor wrote a note about the contacting, the agreement, and the
EI income approval by PTA. The bad news, I didn’t have a chance to use them because
PTA utilized its internal appeal hearing for its authoritarian cancellation.

In the second or third year of my continuous letters to Prime Minister and Premiere, it was PTA
turn. PTA wrote a course cancellation.
PTA demanded my wife to payback to PTA for the entire course’s expense. It was almost $4000.
In the letter, PTA stated that my wife didn’t summit my EI income after it was increased.
The increase in my EI income was more than $50 a month which was disqualified my wife from
her Job Search course. Therefore, my wife must refund the course expense to PTA.

In response, we argued that the increase was part of negotiation between EI counselor and PTA.
The allegation of hiding the increase in EI income was baseless due to PTA policy in collecting
the required documentation.
Anyone failed to summit on time, the allowance would temporary suspense until the required
document was handed in to school counselor.
One time, PTA counselor did suspense one trainee until the required document was handed in.
From this token, the chance of my wife didn’t submit EI income for 6 consecutive months was
deemed impossible by the practicing of PTA at the time.

The matter of fact, we had no reason to hide EI income because if any issue arose, I was the one
who stood to gain. That was what we explained PTA.

PTA insisted in cancellation the course and forced my wife to payback the course expense.
We requested for appeal hearing.
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In response, PTA stated that their internal appeal is final and no appeal is necessary.

Who was represented us in that secret hearing?
We insisted an open appeal hearing not PTA secret internal hearing.
PTA didn’t care. Its henchman Revenue of Canada confiscated the refund from our income tax
return and gave to PTA. We lost one year of food supply to this official scam or fraud by
government body.

I wrote financial minister, Premiere, and Prime Minister for resolution as such internal appeal
was the dictatorship act and it should not allow in Canada. At least, they allowed us the open
appeal as part of our democratic country and liberty.
None of them ever cared.

Sometime I felt, how could they care because they were the one who ordered this scam?

How many repeat coincident to become not a coincident or become irregularity?
Why the coincident was always happened after I wrote Prime Minister and Premiere about their
treatment of our ordinary Canadian children?

One thing that was always or would happen after my letter, it was audit. It was a lot of audits.
Sometime, the audit was in consecutive month order until they found something. For instance;
they issued the audit and they found they owed me about $35. They issued another audit in the
next consecutive month. Again they still found owed me another amount. They ordered another
one. This time they found I owed about $3.
When I asked, why didn’t they pay the amount they owed me?
They said their audit was for finding my owing not their owing us.

III.2c Income Tax Return audit:
Most of times, after my letter or e-mail, they were usually alleged incident and then bullied into
their way even resort to authoritarian or dictatorship act.
The rose from dead of income tax return filing is another example.
They wrote, I was the one should claim the share income. Since my wife claimed this share
income, she owed income tax the amount.

We argued that the claim was allowed in line 14 (internal use 5864) of Saskatchewan income tax
return form SK428 attach Schedule SK(S2).

The issue was; they refused to redo both of our income tax return as part of their audit.
They audited only my wife income tax return. Base on her income tax return alone, she couldn’t
claim that share income because based on their law, I was the one.

However, if they did audit my income tax return also, their line 14 of form SK428 allowed my
wife to claim that share income.
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Perhaps, that was the reason they refused to redo both of our income tax returns. Why these
small guys in income tax return office dared to break income tax law in order to force my wife
to pay income tax on that transferred income?
In one of their replies, they said we don’t understand and please pay the assessed owing income
tax amount.
I wrote their Minister to have both of our income tax return redone for that share income.
The minister referred the case back to their staff.
In their reply, they stated that it couldn’t be done because the confiscate money was already
transferred to Saskatchewan.

Imagine; if immigration of Canada didn’t tell a lie about my wife ESL class.
Then my spouse would take that ESL class.
From these revelations, it would be another ESL class cancellation. That would be another year
or so worth of hunger for our entire family.

The overpayment and cutoff SES benefit were other weird stories that happened after my letters
to Prime Minister and Premiere. They refused to reinstate SES with various tricks such as telling
me they didn’t understand my spoken English. They should owe me years’ worth of SES.

So, defending the defenseless and vulnerable are really costly in Canada and perhaps that is the
reason nobody get involve.
This cost is much higher than defense enemy of communist killing field regime.
I took four of their so-called enemies for the example.
There were the 3 and 5 years old sibling who got arrested and executed for digging potato in
their parent backyard garden. The nine-month pregnant woman (considered 2 life) who got
arrested and executed for stealing about 12kg of seed rice or about 5kg of rice.
I alleged that, if the leader practicing 3 second chances, these enemies weren’t yet became the
enemy. They were still counting as comrade.
It was because each of them just lost one chance.
Therefore, if the leader practiced or exercised the 3 second chances policy, it would reduce the
number of enemy count significantly. By mean, many more life would be spared from execution.
Since those 4 enemies were already sentenced to death, I would get 4 death sentences as per
their law of the land.
But they let me free and in addition they rewarded me with a job in their provincial rice mill.

In Canada, they are no reward but punishment and punishments even the punishment must be
done with exercising authoritarian or dictatorship act like PTA for instance, they did them all.

I wrote Prime Minister and Premiere so many times about this income tax return and PTA affairs
but nothing ever redone. They didn’t respect their own written law at all, WHY?

“When there were too many coincident it created strange storyline.”
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Chapter Two
Discriminatory Policy in Practice

“The different between the body’s world and spirit’s world is the ability to evolve.
Body could evolve against the inflicted pain but spirit couldn’t.”

Wise people will keep its backdoor opens
(Title was changed but I kept my original quotation)

It took about 18 years to prepare for hitting a jackpot but it wasn’t jackpot of wealth, it was
jackpot of hell.
The first 6 months of the hell from August 1999 to January 2000, I had learnt the unequal right
between children. Two children received the same child benefits but one had full legitimate right
and privilege to its child benefits and the other didn’t. 

The next 3.5 months from February to May 2000, I learnt governments did in fact having
intention to punish the poorest (non-Canadian) children with starvation.
1 Governments abolished child social assistance.
2 Restricted their non-Canadian children the right and privilege to child benefits.
3 Regardless, the child received child benefits or not, the child must return maximum child
benefits to replace the abolished child social assistance (Shame on authoritarian robbery).
4 No child benefits adjustment in case the child either received partial child benefits or
received none.
My children were the victim of this kind of dirty shameless and inhuman robbery policy.

In the next 3.5 months from May to August 2000, I learnt an additional fact that, governments
cutoff every source of income that non-Canadian children may have access for their education
requirement such as school supply, school entrance fee, school activity fee, and clothing.

How could governments stood firm denying child benefit adjustment to avert child hunger that
caused by the governments policy?
It wasn’t hard for grade 3’s student to figure out the hunger. Why it was so hard for Canadian
politicians to figure out the hunger?
Before 1998:
Social assistance guaranteed $4/day for food + $1 or more child benefit.
So, the child expected to receive $5 or more where $4 was the guaranteed income.

1998 and after:
Social assistance was $0.00 + up to $4 child benefit to replace the abolished social assistance.
So, the child expected to receive up to $4 where no guaranty at all.

If the child received only $1 (my children case for instance), the child must need $3 child benefit
adjustment to reach $4 abolished social assistance.
Since social assistance is the food income, anything less must hunger.
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This chapter will discuss the life under the discriminatory law. It is how the discrimination’s law
affected its target. My family is one of the targets.
The next chapter will discuss the definition of these laws.

I. Learnt Social Injustice in the Hard Way:
In order to experience the pain from this social injustice, in the post July 1998, candidate must
meet the following criterion.
1 Poor but eligible for social assistance.
Or worst: 
1 Poor but not eligible for social assistance.
2 Having children beyond Canadian children status.

After a long preparation for meeting these hells, I met any of those criteria perfectly.

I had 7 people in the family.
Maximum shelter allowance could afford an average 2 bedroom house.
I resorted to 3 bedroom house with $40 higher than maximum shelter allowance.
Social service refused to pay that $40.
Thus, I had to reduce $40 from food income to pay for 3 bedroom shelter.

In addition, I had to pay the so-called overpayment between $40 and $60/month.
Social service directly deducted this so-called payment from food income.

Without doing anything yet, I expected to lose about $100 even though I was on welfare.
Since income for food and clothing for the adult was $195, I expected to live only about 50% of
the food required for surviving without hunger.
A simplest word, I lived in hunger even though I was on social assistance.

In the communist killing field, they had never reduce food ration to less than 50% to the suspect
of their hidden enemy of state, the suspect of fake illness for precise.
In Canada, I lived with less than 50% of the food ration basis because I had more children than
limiting by Canadian policy.
That is really huge different between Canadian system and communist killing field system.
Communist killing field did this kind of thing for a temporary solution basic. It was just a few
days testing whatever the person was a fake or real illness. The matter of fact, they did that when
so many people called in sick in the same time.
In contrast, the food ration reduction was permanent in Canada.

The reason for my starving was caused by having more children than the maximum Canadian
children. That was a huge difference in comparing between Canadian hunger policy and
communist killing field policy.

The issue for Canadian hunger policy was, nobody could reduce the existent number of
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children without some kind of criminal intend or at least unethical conscience.
How could Canada hunger the child that number couldn’t reduce by ethical mean?

Another huge different between the two policies was, communist killing field utilized this
temporary hunger to reduce the number of patients. However, communist didn’t punish people
for having more children like the one Canada did. Instead they praised parent for contribute
more manpower or labour force to their society while Canadian treated them like criminal. (See
table comparison in chapter 4).

It was even worse. The hunger punishment was permanent in Canada or at least 12 consecutive
months basis.

The housing was another example of Canadian hardliner policy toward their poverty population.
They didn’t like to pay $40 extra for 7 people to get 3 bedrooms house.
Even I am living in Canada but sofa in the living room was my bed.
I think, it was began in the earlier or in the mid of 1990s.
We forgot when was our last night we were being together as husband and wife?
In the last statistic filing, my daughter filed the questionnaire and she asked us what is our
married status was?
That was the way Canadian treated married couple.
The anti-married law of Canada will discuss in the next chapter.

We thought we were got out of this nightmare life as soon as we could manage to become two
employable people in the family (after immigration of Canada destroyed it).
Again, this hope was useless and it turned into dust. We could retain our two employable in the
family in the wrong time. We retained this status after 1998.
It was too late for our life.
If it was happened after we arrived in Canada, we would have sufficient reserve or saving for the
lean and mean time. Hence; the hell of 1998 law won’t affect our two employment capacities.
The family who was share the same flight to Regina with us was the perfect testimonial of the
two capable employments in the right times.

Since everything was too late for us, we must face our destiny of being poor and having children
in excess Canadian families and their children.
In addition, in our case, welfare and governments considered we were robot.
They assumed we could live without a penny for food and waiting for a several months to see
the outcome of the appeal. Whatever in favor of giving us food or not?
If the appeal hearing was in favor of social service or government, I must continue living without
food.
If the appeal hearing was in favor of me, then they issued me food.
In the meantime, I must live with $0.00 income for food during the waiting period for the appeal
hearing to taken place.
In other words, they assumed we could lock our stomach and living without food for a several
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months until the outcome of the hearing was in our favor. Otherwise, keep hunger forever until
my income can cover the food as well.
That was the inhuman treatment ever.
We are flesh and a warm blood creature. We require constant supply of energy to survive basis.
We are not a robot machine but social service and governments treated us like a robot which
could store us and recharged us energy when they wanted to.
They have law to protect their pet but they didn’t have law to protect us as a human being. Oh
well, we forgot. They treated us a slave.

Since we didn’t have reservation income or sufficient saving, the combination of 1998 law and
anti-married in income tax, were the major obstacle and prevented us from seeking more
income.
Unless, we got divorce, then one of our single parents would become Canadian families and
their children members. (One single parent family had 2 children and the other had 3.)

In addition to the number of children issue, the overpayment was still hanging on our back.
Just income to pay down the overpayment alone would add extra net income to remove our
remaining partial child benefit.
If something went wrong again, my children must living with $0.00 for food ration. It was a drop
from $1 with the current one income.
They forced us to live with only one income and we had no other choice but to obey their
oppression. We didn’t have extra fund to fight against the odd of revisiting the 2000’s starvation.
Thus, the safest way was to stay in one employment income even though we were having two
capable employments in our household.

Here we are, the 1999 and 2000. It is another sad story of our life in Canada.

II. The returning life to welfare recipient:  (Between August 1999 and January 2000)

As mentioned earlier, anytime we became welfare recipient, we had to pay $40 shelter deficit
from our food ration.
Another issue was their so-called overpayment scheme which was also directly deducting from
our food ration.

In August 1999, I officially became lawful welfare recipient again.

*** Take note the exclusion of the initial payment at the end of July 1999. It was irrelevant to
this case. It had no calculated overpayment against that part to begin with.

The sad part, I had $1522.47 overpayment balance from my previous social assistance.
This remaining overpayment balance was resulted from my travel allowance that welfare paid
me during in the job training outside of town.
After it was done, social service billed me the entire travel allowance for overpayment.
Well, they didn’t directly bill me from travel allowance but their overpayment calculation
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scheme did that.

Since I didn’t yet payoff the bill, that remaining so-called overpayment was the opening
overpayment balance when I was on welfare again.
It was there to reduce my food ration that was already reducing by $40 shelter deficit.

So, before begin the story of social assistance experience in detail, let see how overpayment was
incorporate by social service. For this instance, it was a period of August 1999 to January 2000.
But first let starting from the sum first and discuss per monthly overpayment later.
Remember from my own experience, the underpayment was also assessed overpayment by social
service. Only the ratio of overpayment calculation was difference.

III. Basic social assistance formula:
The basic formula is fairly easy to understand.
It involves in basic need or a total eligible budget for surviving.
The income of the recipient earns from all sources.
Social assistance paycheck issues to recipient.

Logically, it shall work this way.
[Basic need – (income + social assistance paycheck)] = *
* If negative, it was overpayment (the income was exceed or more than the need).
* If positive, it was underpayment (the income was insufficient or less than the need).

For example; if the basic need was $200, income was $100, and social service paycheck was $70
then it was underpayment by $30 which was social service should have issue another $30
paycheck [$200 – ($100 + $70) = $30] to make up the different.
However, paying underpayment was a very rare instance.
Instead and most of the times, social service turned it to overpayment.
In this case, it is meant, the recipient would lose a total of $60.
The overpayment is meant return back to social service. In this example, $30 overpayment must
return back to welfare. Minus that $30 from the $70 welfare paycheck, it was only $40, the
actual social service paid. Thus, $200 – ($100 + $40) = $60.
Since the paycheck was already issued, social service just deducted that $30 so-called
overpayment from the next month social assistance.
This method of robbery was hidden nicely inside its shell. Until social service desperately did
something really unusual, it billed overpayment for every single month.
That caused the shell was too small for the robbery items.

In my case below, the actual overpayment was $134.03 or shell capacity could hold only
$134.03.
Instead of taking $134.03 out of the shell, social service took $1503.74 out of the shell. This
excessive takeout was called robbery items in here.
The proven of the actual overpayment or shell capacity of $134.03 could be done in two actual
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calculations. One was done through the sum (in this case 6 months) of [basic need – (sum of
income + sum of welfare paycheck)]. The second method was calculated the [monthly basic
need – (monthly income + monthly welfare paycheck)].
This is logically correct. It is the reality and the fact for our regular life. For example; if the basic
need for January is $100, income is $50, and social assistance paycheck is $51 then it is $1
overpayment. The actual overpayment is $1 or the shell capacity must contain $1. This is the
fact. If social service finds $5 overpayment, then social service robbed $4. It is because the
robbery item is too big for $1 shell or actual overpayment.

Now, if the basic need for February is $120, income is $100, social assistance paycheck is $22
then the actual overpayment is $2. The shell capacity is $2. If social service finds $7
overpayment, that $7 must become a robbery item. It is because shell capacity can contain only
$2, how could social service take $7 out of it?

The actual overpayment or the content of the shell can also calculate through the sum of basic
need, income, and welfare paycheck.
In this case, the sum of basic need for January and February is $220, sum of income is $150, and
the sum of social assistance paycheck is $73. The sum of overpayment or the shell capacity is $3
[$220 – f ($150 + $73)] = -$3. This sum of actual overpayment is matched the monthly actual
overpayment of $1 for January and $2 for February. The actual overpayment or the shell content
for these 2 months is $3. Welfare overpayment of $12 is too big for the shell container.
Therefore, that $12 social service overpayment is the robbery items that social service robbed its
recipient.
This is the logical fact and the undeniable reality.

Again, the dispute in here is the actual overpayment or the shell capacity of $134.03 while social
service’s robbery items were $1503.74.
The method of calculation above is the exact or actual shell capacity. While welfare used the
same formula but expanded further to accommodate its robbery items.
The special of this case was the existent open balance of the remaining overpayment from
previous social assistance. As mentioned earlier, that balance was also the robbery items as well.
That was the second mistake that social service forgot about it.
Without this record of open balance of the overpayment, it would difficult to prove the robbery
items ever.
Even though, nothing I could reverse the robbery items. That was how governments of this
country did to their vulnerable and defenseless people.

So, the following is the robbery items recorded in the overpayment balance.

III.1 Robbery items recorded in the overpayment balance:
During the course of 6 months from August 1999 to January 2000, the overpayment recovery
paid to reduce the robbery items (in this case overpayment balance of $1522.47) were $295.34.
($30 + $42.49 + $50 + $50 + $50 + $72.85 = $295.34)
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Base on this fact. The open balance of the overpayment was $1522.47, the actual overpayment
calculated from either sum or monthly or both were $134.03, and the overpayment recovery was
$295.35. The closing overpayment balance would be $1361.16 ($1522.47 + $134.03 - $295.34 =
$1361.16).
The issue was the closing balance imposed by social service was $2730.87 (social service letter
requesting to pay the overpayment balance date Mach 31, 2000).
That was equated to $1369.71 robbery items in the 6 months in question.
Base on the open overpayment balance of $1522.47, closing overpayment balance of $2730.87,
and the paid down the overpayment balance known as overpayment recovery of $295.34; the
actual robbery items in the 6 months in question was $1503.74.
$2730.87 close balance – $1522.47 open balance + $295.34 overpayment recovery = $1503.74.

The actual overpayment or shell content was only $134.03. That was $1369.71 fraud or scam on
part of social service.

IV. Calculate actual overpayment or shell capacity base on the sum:
The total or sum of basic need, income, and social assistance paycheck from August 1999 to
January 2000 in question was:

The total basic need from August 1999 to January 2000 was $6564.88.
($1083.86 + $1024.32 + $1124.37 + $1052.07 + $1131.72 + $1148.54 = $6564.88).

The total income from August 1999 to January 2000 was $4480.87.
($304.02 + $625.08 + $732.98 + $1207.97 + $1076.07 + $534.75 = $4480.87)

The total social assistance from August 1999 to January 2000 was $2335.64.
($295.16 + $308.54 + $349.87 + $426.29 + $433.02 + $522.76 = $2335.64.)

Notes: the different between $315.42 record of December social assistance and $433.02 used in
here. Perhaps, it was an error on part of social service when social service submitted to the
appeal hearing.

Therefore, the shell capacity or the actual overpayment from August 1999 to January 2000 was:
[The basic need was $6564.88 – ($4480.87 income + $2335.64 social assistance)] = –$251.63.
It is meant $251.63 overpayment.
Now, we correct social service submission to the appeal hearing of $433.02 with the exact
amount of $315.42 social assistance paycheck for the month of December. The actual
overpayment or shell capacity is only $134.03 for exact.
Are they too much to rob $1503.74 putting in the shell capacity of $134.03 in 6 months?

By looking at the overall picture, we didn’t see how bad the robbery affected the recipient.
In order to see, how much or deeply hurt it was, let go through monthly robbery basis.
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V. The monthly robbery items:
The following calculation didn’t include permanent food deficit such as $40 food reduction to
pay for shelter deficit and so on.
Keep in mind that, after July 1998, all children were totally banned from receiving social
assistance.

In other words, social assistance or welfare payroll was strictly for the adult only.
Also notes that, all the data used to calculate in here was also made available by social service in
the appeal hearing as well. Only the result of the calculation was different.
The calculation in here was straight forward and it was no hidden agenda in the calculation. It
was: [Basic need – (income + social assistance paycheck)].
They were no complicate calculation like welfare did to produce the inflate overpayment.

V.1 In the month of August 1999:
My basic need calculate by social service was $1083.86 – ($304.02 income + $295.16 social
assistance paycheck) = $484.68 net basic need’s deficit or underpayment.

Instead of issuing me $484.68 underpayment, social service billed me $129.02 overpayment.
In the face of $484.68 underpayment, it could reduce the food and clothing income for the two
adults from $390 to $0.00 and it still incurred in $94.68 remaining deficit.
Plus social service assessed this $484.68 underpayment to $129.02 overpayment, the remaining
deficit after wipeout entire food income to $0.00, was $223.70 or $613.70 in total.
Plus my $40 permanent shelter deficit, the net deficit after reducing the food income to $0.00
was $263.70 or $653.70 in total. Plus $30 overpayment recovery, the net deficit was $683.70.

As you can see, even we were on welfare payroll but we still lived without a penny ($0.00) for
food and clothing in the month of August and we still had $293.70 shortfall.

V.2 The month of September 1999:
$1024.32 basic need – ($625.08 income + $308.54 social assistance) = $90.70 underpayment.
Instead of issuing me $90.70 underpayment, social service bill me $50.09 overpayment.
How much money left for food ration?
$390 food ration for 2 adults – ($40 shelter deficit + $42.49 overpayment recovery + $90.70
underpayment + $50.09 assessed overpayment instead) = $166.72.
Each of us had only $83.36 out of original $195 for food ration or $2.68/day. This $2.68/day was
the food and clothing income for each of us that would otherwise $6.50/day or $195/month.

V.3 For the month of October, 1999:
The basic need was $1124.37 – ($732.98 income + $349.87 social assistance). It was $41.52
underpayment.
Instead of issuing $41.52 underpayment, social service issued $157.98 overpayment.
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So, the remaining income left for food ration and clothing for the month of October was:
$390 basic need – ($40 shelter deficit + $50 overpayment recovery + $41.52 underpayment +
$157.98 assessed underpayment to overpayment instead) = $116.46.
Each of us had only $58.23 of our original $195 for food ration and clothing allowance or
$1.87/day. Again, each of us could have only $1.87 for food and clothing income.

Remember, each adult should have live with at least $6.50/day or $195/month.
Hence; the overpayment scheme of social service is inhumane in all respect.

V.4 For the month of November 1999:
It was the interesting month.
It incurred in a new term called surplus income or accumulating income.
The basic need was $1052.07 – ($1207.97 income + $426.29 social assistance). It was occurred
in $582.19 overpayment.
Welfare issued $476.29 overpayment plus $156.68 surplus income or $632.97 in total.

You see how complex social service calculated your assistance?
Well, I leave the correctness of remaining income for food and clothing to you to calculate and
have fun with it.

V.5 For the month of December 1999: 
It was the first month that both surplus and overpayment applied.
The basic need was $1131.72 – ($1076.07 income + $433.02 welfare payment).

NOTES that, the original calculation in my “Who is really a Canadian Child?” I input $315.42
for social assistance paycheck. In here I entered $433.02 based on social service submission to
the appeal hearing. The reason was to accommodate social service for the sake of the argument.
But for the precise calculation, the $315.42 was reinstated.
The basic need was $1131.72 – ($1076.07 income + $315.42 welfare payment) = -$259.77
overpayment.

The very important note in here was the income.
Social service added $156.68 of their so-called surplus income from November to December
income.
Thus, the December income was the inflate income not the actual income per se but it was
considering actual income by social service. The difference was; the actual income was directly
affecting or having complication on welfare eligibility. That was the issue in here.
After social service added $156.68 surplus income from November to December income, social
service found $174.73 surplus income incurred in the month of December. I couldn’t understand
social service basic arithmetic of adding $156.68 to $1076.07 minus principle of $1131.72 and
they got $174.73 surplus. In my limit skill, I found $101.03.
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Although, December income was lower than basic need but with the carry forward income,
social service found two months surplus in the row. What social service next move was?
I can tell you now, take action to protect taxpayers: CUTOFF social assistance. That what social
service explained to the appeal board in the May 3 hearing. 

V.6 For the month of January 2000:
Basic need was $1148.54 – ($534.75 income + $522.76 welfare paycheck). It was $91.03
underpayment.
Instead social service added their so-called $174.73 surplus income from December to January
income. Hence; the new (inflated) income was $709.48.
Instead of issuing $91.03 underpayment, social service issued $252.09 overpayment rather.

V.7 Conclusion of starvation under welfare payroll:
As you can see, using the sum to calculate the overpayment didn’t telling the true story. It only
gave us a roughly idea of how much the actual overpayment was versus how much social service
assessed overpayment.
By going through monthly basis, we could see our severe hunger in 4 out of the 6 months on
social assistance. This hunger would not happen to prisoner but it was happened to welfare
recipient.
Only the month of November was incurred in $155.90 higher than basic need ($1207.97 income
– $1052.07 basic need).
Just that $155 different caused all the troubles to come. Social service turned that $155.90 to
$156.68 income surplus and then mysteriously found $174.73 surplus income to add to the next
consecutive month income. I think it was $72.85 surplus income remaining or some sort.

That wasn’t the end of the story yet.
Based on information in the appeal hearing; social service based on their calculated income of
November, December, and January to estimate $1300 income for February.
Although the actual income increase was occurred only in the month of November but social
service could expand them to December 1999 and January 2000 which was raised alarm bell to
protect taxpayers. Social service had no choice but to cutoff social assistance.

As you can see, the income for December was $1027.97. It dropped to $534.75 in January 2000.
What was reason to derive the estimation income for February was well over than $1300?
In the appeal hearing, social service stated their concern of taxpayer money and forced them to
make a difficult decision (between starving my family versus taxpayers’ interest). They had to
cutoff social assistance for the overpayment concern and for the taxpayers’ interest.

One of the hurdle issue here was the appeal hearing didn’t interest in hearing the starvation as
the direct result of the cutoff welfare. The hearing was setup to hear whatever social service
cutoff social assistance correctly or not.
As you can see, based on social service culture, they did it correctly. As social service explain,
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the excessive overpayment that keep piling up to over than $1500 in just 6 months were the main
concern for taxpayer money.
As using both the sum and the monthly calculation, the overpayment was just $134.03. It wasn’t
$1503.74 as calculated by social service.
The issue was; the overpayment scheme was irrelevance or it was no interest on the hearing.

VI. Actual overpayment based on monthly calculation:
August $484.68 underpayment + Sept. $90.70 underpayment + Oct. $41.52 underpayment +
Nov. -$582.19 overpayment + Dec. -$259.77 overpayment + Jan. $91.03 underpayment =
-$134.03 overpayment.

Therefore, the actual overpayment of $134.03 was matched the earlier calculation of the sum
overpayment of $134.03. (Remember $240 shelter deficit + $295.34 overpayment recovery?).

The following was the overpayment that social service sent a letter telling that, it was the
overpayment.

VII. The robbery items based on letters from social service:
The overpayment based on social service per monthly calculation was $1430.89.
($129.02 + $50.09 + $157.98 + $476.29 + $365.42 + $252.09 = $1430.89).
Adding $72.85 left behind overpayment (I was lack of recollection but I still retain its original
copy. It had something to do with surplus income and overpayment left behind or assessment
after cutoff social assistance. It was added directly to the overpayment balance).
The total overpayment from social service’s letters was at $1503.74 mark.

It is sad that the exact overpayment was just $134.03 but social service inflated to $1503.74 to
satisfy its decision to cutoff social assistance.
This is a real authoritarian robbery and nothing the victim can do about it. Social service didn’t
allow the appeal on their overpayment assessment.
In here the actual overpayment of $134 was support by both sum and monthly calculation.
Social service overpayment of $1503 was just come out from nowhere and it had no merit at all.
It was just there to reduce the food from the voiceless recipient.

VIII. Life After cutoff welfare: (February 2000 onward)
As you might have notice that, despite we lived on social assistance, our food ration in August
was $0.00 due to a huge underpayment and it was still having $293.70 income shortfall.
If add that shortfall income to September like welfare did to their so-called surplus income, then
September food ration and clothing would reduce further from $2.68/day to $0.00/day. Hence; it
still had another $126.98 remaining shortfall income ($293.70 - $166.72 = $126.98).
Adding this remaining shortfall income to October then the food and clothing income would
reduce from $1.87/day to $0.00. It still had another $10.52 remaining income shortfall to carry
on to November ($126.98 - $116.46 = $10.52).
I think Heaven made the increase income in November was to end the hunger saga much quicker
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or as earlier as possible to reduce the suffering and not missing the next shows.
The one month increase in November allowed social service to pull all their tricks of the trades
to cut me off welfare.
Without this increase, I would live in hunger and worse the overpayment kept piling up.

One day, I just got out of welfare and I missed the important part: No child benefit adjustment
to alleviate child hunger that caused by this redirect child benefit scheme and the
prohibiting the child from accessing a necessity funding for education.

If we put the timeframe together, we would clearly see the step by step events.
It was just like brought me to the border and then to the refugee camp in the last minute of the
registration.

I did also believe the seriousness of the following hungers was also contributed to the outcome
of the May 3, 2000 ruling in order to put me to the next step of the shows.
So, here is the life in another sequence of events or the shows.

VIII.1 For the month of February 2000:
The basic need for February was $1230.08 – ($715.15 income + $0.00 social assistance). The
deficit was $514.93.
Even living with $0.00 for food and clothing, it was still an additional $124.93 shortfall.
Added $40 shelter deficit, the net shortfall after reducing food to $0.00 was $164.93.
In other words, we lived with $0.00 income for food ration and clothing and we still needed
$164.93 for either shelter or utilities bill.
Could anyone live with $0.00 income for food and clothing plus an additional $164 shortfall;
any volunteer?

VIII.2 For the month of March 2000:
The basic need for March was $1173.87 – ($605.58 income + $0.00 social assistance). It was
$568.29 deficit.
Again, removing entire budget for food and clothing for the month of March; we still had an
additional $218.29 shortfall.
Well, two months in the row, we were living with $0.00 income for food and clothing. In
addition our net shortfall was $383.22 ($164.93 + $218.29) for two the month period.

VIII.3 For the month of April 2000:
The basic need for April was $1110.07 – ($714.45 income + $0.00 social assistance). The budget
deficit was $395.52.
Now, it was 3 months in the row, we were living with $0.00 income for food and clothing plus
an additional $388.74 shortfall.
We were the real robot machine that could live without a single penny for food for 3 consecutive
months without any issue at all or at least how social service treated us.
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VIII.4 For the month of May 2000:
Social service didn’t release a complete data from May onward due to the August 9 Appeal
Hearing had nothing to do with my income or my hunger. It was between the law of the land and
I wanted to cling on welfare.
However, with my own data, it was another $0.00 living without food again.
That was 5 months continuously living with $0.00 starvation while waiting for the appeal.

IX. My children food From July 1999 to June 2000:
Notes: Photocopy of the benefit statement was submitted to May 3, Appeal Hearing.

Since governments banned child from accessing or receiving food assistance, the only mean of
putting food on the table was from child benefits.
From July 1999 to June 2000 my children got $269.06/month from child benefits. Divide into 5
children, it was $53.81/each or $1.73/day.
The minimum income needed for food and clothing was $4.04/day or $125.04/month.
After empty out the entire budget ($0.00) for education, clothing, and relate, my children still
needed at least $2.31 more in order to live with minimal hunger. My children had $2.31/day foot
shortage.

To make the matter worst, my spouse and I were already living with $0.00 for food and clothing.
Well, as the family we had no choice but the share hunger.

IX.1 My children food From July 2000 to June 2001:
Again, photocopy of the benefit statement was submitted to August 9, Appeal Hearing.

From July 2000 to June 2001 my children’s child benefits were $174.40/month. Divide into 5
children, each of my children received $34.88/month or $1.12/day.
My children had no choice but to set budget for education, clothing, and any activities to $0.00.
Even though, my children still had $2.92 food shortage or lived in hunger for precise. They had
no child benefits adjustment available for my children because all level of governments didn’t
recognize my children for Canadian children.

Again, my spouse and I were still struggle with $0.00 for food also.
We got income tax refund and we used that refund to put our children in school.
Unfortunately, governments’ policy restricted us from using our income refund to pay for our
school registration fee, school supply, miscellaneous school requirement, and clothing needed.
My children must fund this school requirement from their food income that was already incurred
in $2.92/day short.

For the governments, they were always told me that their programs was evidently improved the
living of Canadian families and their children.
That was the reasons, I wrote the very first edition “Who is really the Canadian children?” in
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reply to them in the following year.

X. How this new system compare to the old system:
In the old system, since all of us incurred in food shortage, we would eligible for social
assistance.
If we lived in the jurisdiction where treated children equally, my children would get social
assistance plus keeping the receiving child benefit for the education needed.
If we lived in the jurisdiction treated children like dirt like Saskatchewan for example, social
service issued my children partial social assistance on the top of the child benefit.
Either way, my children were at least secure food ration for surviving.

In the new system, social assistance that would otherwise issue to my children to avert hunger
was already redirected or diverted to fund complimentary programs, services, and increased
income benefits for Canadian families and their children. Thus, they had no such fund left for
my children’s food assistance. That was the situation my children were facing.

I discovered this child hunger issue in February 2000. I immediately wrote Prime Minister and
Premiere suggested that, such hunger would have avert if governments issued child benefit
adjustment to the low-income family who was living outside of welfare.
I kept sending them mail and e-mail for over than ten years. They didn’t interest at all.
That is the reason sometime I alleged they created slave caste or at least they were the heartless
and child abuser governments. They were happy to see children like my children living in hunger
because they already made the law for one.

XI. May 3, 2000 Appeal Hearing:
At first I thought, living with $0.00 for food since the cutoff social assistance could serve best
evidence for the case to reinstate social assistance.
It turned out; the hearing wasn’t set up to hear my hunger’s grievance but whatever social
service cutoff social assistance correctly or not.
My children hunger wasn’t a concern for the hearing at all.
It wasn’t a mandate for the hearing. Children were no longer the burden of welfare. All level
governments in Canada implemented the law to ban child from eligibility for social assistance.
The board was seemed to satisfy with social service explanation but some board members felt
uneasy for $0.00 for food since the cutoff social assistance. It was also no evidence showing of
income increasing anytime soon.
Did $0.00 for food is the way of life of Canadian?

I received the ruling in the mail. The ruling was ruled in my favor of reinstate my social
assistance back.
I was also received a letter from social service that social service didn’t appeal the ruling.
Wow, finally I got my basic need for surviving after 5 months $0.00 for food.
BUT not excited so fast.
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I received a second letter from social service. Social service stated that effective from April 30,
2000 (effective since 3 days before the May 3 appeal hearing was heard) I was no longer eligible
for social assistance.
Did I hear it wrong?
Of course, I didn’t.
Social service stated that I expected to receive the refund from income tax return and based on
section 19 of the welfare act, this refund must assess as income.

I asked social service that, I didn’t receive such refund yet and that the refund was purely from
my last year’s food because my income in the year in question was below my basic need.
Social service set up the appeal hearing in August 9, 2000.

XII. August 9, 2000 Appeal Hearing:
In the oral argument I argued that:
1 Was it fair for social service to deduct income a few months before I actually received a
refund check?

2 Section 19h of Saskatchewan Social Assistance Handbook was the one way ticket only.
Social service only confiscated refund from income tax return but social service didn’t pay if the
recipient owed income tax instead. It was happened to me before.

3 The evidence showed my last year net income (income before any payroll reduction such
as EI premium, income tax, and so on) was below my family basic need. That is meant; even
before any payroll reduction, we were already living in hunger or living far below poverty line.
The income tax in question was definitely and purely deducted from our food income. Thus, my
previous year’s food income should and must not reuse for this current year income.

4 We were still living with around $0.00 income for food ration and clothing. 
Since our children’s child benefits was redirect to food ration, the income tax refund is the only
mean for putting our 5 children to school.

We spent these income tax refunds for our children’s school supply, school
entrance fee, school activity, clothing, and proper clothes and boots for winter.

5 The evidence from child benefits assessment for July 2000 to June 2001 showed our
children got only $1.12 a day from the child benefits.
This child benefits isn’t a supplement but it is social assistance replacement rather.
Since my children got about $1 a day to replace $4 a day social assistance, my children were
definitely living in a severe and seriously hunger. Plus we were the parent, was also living
around nothing or even had no a penny for food. It forced us to share food with our children $1
child benefits or food income.
The only mean to get a nearly full meal for my children was their parent on social assistance.
Once I was on social assistance, at least the SCB portion was readjusted.
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Without parent on welfare, my children didn’t have any available child benefits adjustment to
alleviate the hunger.
In the current situation; in addition to our seriously hunger, my children must live in hunger if I
wasn’t on welfare payroll.

The appeal board committee asked social service if my statement about child benefit adjustment
was correct. Social service worker and her supervisor both told the board that, it was true. They
didn’t aware of any child benefits adjustment for the family outside of welfare.
One board member asked if any way for me to get food for my children beside suggested me to
food bank.
Social service told the board that, they didn’t see any alternative either.
The other board member stated that, this is the law of the land. It would take years to change the
law and that if our elected members are willing to. For my situation, my children couldn’t wait
for such change.

The law of the land versus the individual hunger that caused by the law of the land of Canada,
which one take precedent?
In the written ruling, the appeal board committee wished me luck to find food for my children.

The reason “The board has no jurisdiction to deal with matters related to
Child Benefits program.” 

“Board members concluded the issue that had to be addressed was whatever the Department of
Social Services was correct to assess your tax refunds as income.” (Excerpt from the ruling).

The appeal board didn’t rule on when the appropriate time to turn the income tax refund to
income. In my case, social service turned income tax refund to income two months before I
actually get the refund check. In other words, social service could avoid paying me two months
assistance.

The Appeal Board ruled in favor of social service or the law of the land.
That is meant, I couldn’t use my income tax refund for my children school supply and clothing.
My children hunger was the fate of being raise as the slave of Canadian.
In other words, Canadian government and partners did all their possible way and power to
ensure that the poverty must have no penny for even school supply. If the slave families insisted
to put their children in school, they must do it from their own food income.

The functions of Canadian slave or poorest children were living for paying taxes to support those
who were enjoying and supporting the policy to hunger slave or the poorest child.
How could I divide my $0.00 food income to enroll my children while my children lived with
food ration an equivalent to one sixth of a burger per meal?
As the Appeal Board stated, this is the law of the land and they had no jurisdiction to deal with
it.
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XIII. Wrap up the Chapter:
Implemented the law to starve their children shall be the act of human right abuse.
It didn’t. (Canadian Human Rights Commissioner stated in his response letter)
It is because Canada was the democratic country. The law passed by MP or MLA was
representing Canadian as the whole. (Even he didn’t state but it was commune versus
intellectual as per Human Right code. Thus, in case Canada, state didn’t violate human right.)
Despite, I didn’t agree but nothing I could do about it.

In the course of ten years or so, I constantly wrote Premiere of Saskatchewan and Prime Minister
of Canada to reconsider their revocation right to child benefits and also to reconsider their
abolished child social assistance.
I suggested that, it would violate section 15 of equal right and section 7 of right to life of
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
At least, the liberty to those rights was violated.
The least Prime Minister and Premiere could do was issuing child benefit adjustment to avert the
unnecessary child hunger.

Well, over than ten years or so, I wrote many people and organizations. It was including
Campaign 2000, United Way of Canada, Human Right Commissioners, United Nation, Supreme
Court of Canada, all opposition parties including bloc Quebecois as well, Governor General,
Parliament, Senate, Saskatchewan Legislature, media news, open letter to change the name of
the child benefit, and on and on. I was also mentioned this in my letter to U.S presidents and U.S
political party’s leaders as well.
I did my best to assist the voiceless and defenseless vulnerable poorest children. I tried to defend
the equal rights and the right to life that was clearly existed in Canadian constitution.
Unfortunately, without money to take governments to court, nothing can be done. Once
governments consider us a trash and without media and public support, it becomes trash for sure.
All these trashes (including me) were just helpless and hopeless in the almighty Canada who
only wealth could find justice. The wealthy you are, the greater reserve of justice it is.
Without wealth, justice will rely on media support and public sympathy.
Expecting any level of governments in Canada defends justice without their political gain or
public outcry, dream on. I couldn’t even get my money back even though their department
executed authoritarian seizure to confiscate it.
Without money for justice and/or without public sympathy or media support like these poorest
children and my family, we are nothing but a trash in the dumping ground.

The only trash can depend on is Heaven. Why?
It is because Heaven is nowhere to be found and it cannot be touch.
Thus, the trash can keep the hope forever.

Show me you do care, Canadian!
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Chapter Tree
Slavery in the making

If we read Canadian Bill of Rights of 1960 and Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms of
1982 and so on, such slave making cannot coexist.
How could slavery prosper in Canada and why all level of Canadian governments was the
founder?

Before going further, let have a look at two sections of Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.

Legal Rights:
Section 7 of Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms: 
“7. Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the person and the right not to be
deprived thereof except in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice.”

Equality rights:
Section 15 of Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms:
 “15. (1) Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the equal
protection and equal benefit of the law without discrimination and, in particular, without
discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or
physical disability.
(2) Subsection (1) does not preclude any law, program or activity that has as its object the
amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or groups including those that are
disadvantaged because of race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental
or physical disability.”

The Canadian Bill of Rights had also guaranteed the “right of the individual to equality before
the law and the protection of the law.”

What do the scheme of redirecting NCB to social assistance fit into these laws?
Let said, Saskatchewanian child receive $0.00 from child benefits.
Under the redirect child benefit law, the child must redirect this $0.00 to replace its abolished
social assistance of $4.04/day.
Could anyone of you able to turn this $0.00 NCB to $4.04 without any form of NCB adjustment?

First matter; upon the child receiving NCB, the NCB in question became the recipient property.
Therefore, under section 8 of the Charter, the child must have the right to be secure against
unreasonable seizure.
“8. Everyone has the right to be secure against unreasonable search or seizure.”
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Second matter; this authoritarian seizure didn’t apply to every recipient.
The one who was already have sufficient income for food could get away from this authoritarian
confiscation. The one didn’t have sufficient income for food didn’t.
Translate from section 15, the right to the equal protection and equal benefit of the law without
discrimination was surely violated.

Third matter; abolished social assistance or food assistance should violate the right to the
security of the person of section 7 and discrimination based on age of section 15.
The adult had the right to social assistance why not the child?

Fourth matter; take the example of receiving $0.00 NCB above or my children for the real fact,
governments failed to have child benefits adjustment available. Without child benefit
adjustment, the child who received $0.00 will have only $0.00 for food.
In other words, governments violated the above 3 matters plus the right to life of section 7 was
also violated.

These four fundamental flaws were clearly visible for each step I learnt.
In the second revision of my “Who is really a Canadian child?” I found myself in the worst
slavery in the making.
Regular slave was working in exchange for food for living.
Canadian slave child didn’t secure food while they worked (school).
Once they made income, they paid taxes to support every master that starved them.
Their parent or guardian who was living in hunger with them didn’t benefit much from their
paying taxes. The income was too low to get a juicy living out of their children taxpayers. That
was how slaves system works. The slave children could mainly benefit master.
The slave parent raised the child/children in hunger, retire in hunger, and die in hunger. That
was how the slavery system operated. Unexpectedly, it was the modern day of Canada.

Slave subject is too broad to discuss.
In the next chapter, I will make a summary table for the comparison between prisoner and a
potential slave.
In this chapter, I will loosely discuss only substance or some of the policies that making a slave
system possible. Of course, it isn’t in depth study due to the page constrain.
So, now let get start from the core of the scheme.
The following are the available child benefits.

I. Canada Child Tax Benefit (CCTB):
It is a replacement of federal Child Tax Benefit (CTB).
As the name imply, it is a tax credit.
In later example of anti-married, the couple paid more taxes when they became legal married.
In that case, the family can use CCTB to pay down income tax on part of children.
This is a free loan that paying back when necessary.
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Secretly Saskatchewan government confiscated $35/month or $420/year from this free loan
without guarantying refund if the child family paying income tax.
In other words, Saskatchewan government stripped the rights to claim child personal tax
exemption in the income tax return filing.
As I stated in my “Who is really a Canadian Child?” the Building Independence program should
leave this CCTB alone. The child must have the right to claim its personal tax exemption. In this
case, CCTB is the child’s personal tax exemption.
Why Canadian government failed to protect the child rights in the first place?
Like it or not, stripping child’s rights to personal tax exemption was the law of Saskatchewan for
decades prior it was lawfully integrated to Building Independent by Canadian government.

II. National Child Benefit (NCB) or NCBS (National Child Benefit Supplement):
This is a replacement of a generally known Family Allowance (FA) or WIS (Working Income
Supplement).
When I arrived in Canada, people told me “Milk Allowance”.
It was a “School Allowance” when the child attending school.

The original purpose of this child benefit is to alleviate the level of differences between the
Have and Have Not children in their school activity.
Schooling isn’t part of basic need or food ration calculation by welfare or social service.
Hence; this allowance is really making the child’s life much different. For instance; the child
doesn’t have to pretend didn’t like school field trip to hide the shame of having no money to pay
for the trip. Many times, I found out my children didn’t go for their school field trip because they
didn’t want to give us a hardship. They told their teacher, they didn’t want to go but in their
heart, they were really wanted to enjoy the trip with their friends.
Saskatchewan government removed this allowance from the poor children to cut off lifeline of
these poor children from participate any kind of social activity. 
They reserved for Canadian children only. To do that, they forced the poor child to redirect this
child benefit to social service. To make the matter worst, the deduction amount was at the
maximum of the child benefit regardless the child received or not or how much it received.

Effective from July 1998, Canadian government made it officially the law of Canada.
The poorest children must have nothing to participate in school activity or to compete against
their Canadian children and their other elite children.
The poorest child must redirect maximum NCB to his or her food and clothing need instead.
In addition, the child must live in hunger if the child didn’t receive a maximum amount or worst
didn’t receive any.

III. Redirect Child Benefits Scheme:
By now, we should pretty much have clearer pictures of the child benefit scheme.
Under welfare or social assistance or income support’s arrangement, it was a 50/50 split between
provincial or territorial and Canadian government.
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Under a new plan that was effective from 1998, participant provincial and territorial
governments didn’t have to pay its social assistance to the child.
Child social assistance was officially abolished and the child was officially banned from eligible
for social assistance.
Under this new law, federal government would increase its NCBs to equivalent to a former child
social assistance.
Hence, the child didn’t need to be on welfare in order to get social assistance.
By doing so, Canadian government had done their part of paying 50% share payment.
That was a clever robbed child benefit from the child.
In the beginning, Canadian government didn’t put a penny into it.
Canadian government just simply turned the existing child benefit to its 50% share payment. The
NCB recipient was the one who actually paid this 50% share payment.

In the agreement, provincial and territorial governments would redirect its 50% share payment
saving from banning child from social assistance to fund their newly established complimentary
programs, services, and increased income benefits for Canadian families and their children.

You can see it with your own eyes. Federal government just simply turned child benefit to 50%
share payment.
Provincial and territorial governments turned the other 50% from its abolished child social
assistance to fund programs and services to improve the living of Canadian families and their
children. It left the child like my children lived in hunger like hell.
In the combination of the newly created child benefits (paid up to not a fix income), it would be
strange if my children and others non-Canadian children didn’t live in hunger.

As you can see, all the sudden each level of governments executed its authoritarian seizure to
confiscate child benefits.
*** Canadian government robbed NCB.
*** Provincial and territorial governments robbed food assistance to fund complimentary
programs, services, and increased income benefits for Canadian families and their children.

Almost paying no extra penny, both level governments became hero of Canadian families and
their children at the heavier expense of the children that both level governments didn’t recognize
Canadian children. (Perhaps, it would be some extra expense for wages and office and so on.)
The one (provincial and territorial governments) robbed social assistance became hero of
establishing programs and services and increased income benefits to improve the living of their
Canadian families and children.
The one (Canadian government) robbed child benefit was later credit for increasing its National
Child Benefit (NCB).
They were a win and wins situation for both level governments.

Sadly, it was the loss and hunger for the children that had been forced to pay for those programs
and services from their own food and child benefit.
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Just label non-Canadian families and their children, both level governments could turn the
victim to culprit and government could legally execute authoritarian seizure to confiscate child
benefit from these culprits.

As you can see, their hero was paid by child benefit and food assistance of the non-Canadian
families and their children.

At the start of their plan, NCB was too low to replace child social assistance.
Thus, participant provincial and territorial governments must set aside some of the abolished
child social assistance to fund its temporary benefit to top up the difference.
Each year, Canadian government increased its NCB. Provincial and territorial governments
could proportionally decrease its top up benefit accordingly.
Once NCB reached the former child social assistance of the participant governments, the
government in question could phase out their temporary benefit.
In Saskatchewan, such temporary benefit was called Saskatchewan Child Benefit (SCB) which
was proportionally decreased with the increase of NCB until it was phased out in 2006.

III.1 Beside robbed the livelihood of the poorest or non-Canadian

children, this plan was expanding. What was the problem with that?

III.1a Problem?
One of the biggest problems was dividing children into two distinct classes or castes.
It would create the equality issue. The second issue was the hunger that both level governments
imposed on their non-Canadian children.
Most if not all of the children in the group of children called Canadian children was already
having sufficient income for their food ration. This group of children would get extra income for
the same amount of food ration of the needy children. It was a huge increase in comparison to
previous child benefit system.
Theoretically; Canadian children in Saskatchewan, would get at least $4.04/day extra income on
the top of their $4.04/day food and clothing ration.
The non-Canadian children or the new poorest class, the other hand, could get up to $4.04/day
for food and clothing ration but $0.00 extra income even though the child did actually receive
child benefits just like Canadian children did.

III.1b Expanding?
In theory:
If child social assistance was $125; NCB was starting from $50 and then increased to $125, the
program would increase up to $250 after the match up by provincial and territorial governments 
Since it was increase from its original $125 to $250, it was considered expanding.
Unfortunately, don’t jump to a conclusion too fast.
Before the start of the plan, NCB was $50.41 for the first child and child social assistance in
Saskatchewan was $125. Total benefit for the child was $175.41. 
When the plan started, the benefits were reduced by $50 to $125.41. It was a total loss of $50.
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Under their new plan, social assistance for the child was abolished or $0.00 for precise.
It is meant, non-Canadian children was forced to pay or contribute the initial non-refundable
payment of $50 to this new plan. Then non-Canadian children were also facing the replacement
of fix income of former child social assistance with a flexible income that having a maximum
equivalent “up to” former social assistance. That is meant, the chance of living in hunger was
positively unavoidable.
The following were the sampling benefits for the first child in the family.
After July 1998, the NCB was $50.41 and a temporary SCB was $75. Total was $125.41.
After July 1999, NCB was $65.41 and SCB was $60. The total benefit was still $125.41.
After July 2000, NCB was $81.41 and SCB was $44. The total was $125.41
After July 2001, NCB will be $104.58, SCB was $20.83. The total was $125.41.

Based on the expanding theory, after July 2001 for instance, Saskatchewan government should
have match $104.58 NCB but it didn’t. Evidently, Saskatchewan reduced its SCB down to
$20.83 and they had no any significant changed in the SES program. SES benefit still limited up
to 5 children per family.
By that time, it was my third years of begging for the availability of child benefit adjustment.
Since they only paid up to $20.83, they would at least have $54.17 saving from its 1998 SCB
payment of $75 when the programs started. And since, they should have match up the NCB, they
should have sufficient fund to afford child benefit adjustment but they didn’t.
By 2005, Saskatchewan offered shelter assistance but I didn’t know how much because I didn’t
bore to apply for one. As long as I still wrote Prime Minister and Premiere, I would pay them
back anyway. It was almost always been that way.
NCB appeared to stay with up to $176.50/month for the first child, up to $156.08 for second
child, and up to $148.50 for the third and each additional child.
It is meant; over than ten years later, the child could only get its original benefit back and
possibly stuck in there for a long time to come.
Remember, it was a huge increase in the living expense for the last decade.
In other words, NCB must increase substantial amount in order to match the increase in the
living expense.
As we can see, NCB just stopped at where child benefits were left off ($175.41) when their
program begun.

IV. Who is Canadian child and who is not?
Canadian child in here isn’t the rich Canadian children. It is the poor children that government
bumped up their living with the incentive from starving the poorest children.
Under the previous welfare system, these poor children were trapped in welfare wall with the
poorest children counterpart.
Instead of finding the way to release these poor children from the trap, governments blamed the
poorest children for trapping Canadian families and their children.
By making Canadian angry against the poorest children, government was able to abolish social
assistance or food assistance and redirect that fund to increase income benefits and improved the
living of Canadian families and their children.
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Some Canadian was madly angry at poorest children. They didn’t care what happened to those
children after the food assistance was removed and forcing the poorest child to redirect its child
benefits to replace the abolished food assistance.
In the Leader Post forum, one of the posters posted that “These children should not have born in
the first place”. That was how hatred those people are.
They didn’t realize governments enslaved these poorest children for their political benefits.

IV.1 Find Canadian child from income calculation:
There are two separate issues here. One is the number of child or children a family can have to
avoid hunger.
The other issue was the child who was directly benefitting from the hunger of the poorest
children. It was Canadian children.
For the income to avoid the hunger; it was 2 children per family. It could accommodate to 3
children per family depending on the residency of the family in question.
This assumption is based on the data from Low Income Cut-offs (LICO) for 1998.

For the low-income family, the safest side for Canadian children is one child per family basis.
That was including Saskatchewan resident and many other jurisdictions that treated their
children similar to Saskatchewan: greed and heartless.
 

IV.2 How calculation can prove who Canadian child was?
The simplest hypothesis was:
Canadian families and their children are the family that could maintain maximum child benefit
while having sufficient food for themselves and their children.
In case, the income falls like the one I got in 2000, their children still maintained at least its food
ration. In term, their children didn’t have to live in hunger like my children did.

In this case, if sampling Saskatchewan (or a similar jurisdiction), the so-called Canadian child
base on definition didn’t exist. It was due to two factors involved.
One was the net income for receiving maximum temporary benefit (SCB for Saskatchewan) was
limited at annual net income of $15921 or an average of $1326.75 a month.
The second limitation was the anti-married law that implemented in income tax return filing.
Combine the two, the married couple with children in Saskatchewan for example, had never met
Canadian children status.  However, if comparing to the previous social assistance, the qualified
candidate could meet a preventing child hunger status.

IV.3a Married couple with 1 child or single parent with 2 children:
For instance; the basic need for family of two adults and one child or single parent with two
children in Saskatchewan was about $1145/month.
Under the new system, this family had a flexible income between $1145 and $1326 limitation of
Saskatchewan Child Benefit or around $181 flexible income ($1326 - $1145 = $181).
Due to anti-married couple’s law, around $3000 of the $15921 net income was subject to income
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tax. That was translated to roughly around $800 in income taxes in that time.
The CCTB was $1020 for a single child could easily compensate these taxes. The issue was
Saskatchewan was secretly and quietly put a hand on $35/month (or $420 a year) on this CCTB.
I couldn’t understand the reason Canadian government failed to prevent the greedy province like
Saskatchewan from stealing or robbed child tax credit in the first place.

Including other payroll reduction such as EI, CPP, and so on, the income to support Canadian
children status is almost reach. However, we assumed or made an assumption that one child per
family of two adults or single parent with two children was considered met the Canadian
children status requirement. In the worst case scenario, their child would at least receive similar
the abolished child social assistance from child benefits.
The two and more children for married couple family or three or more children for single parent
were too far off guard from being considering for Canadian families and their children status.

IV.3b Single Parent with one child: (Real Canadian families and their children)

Since married couple with one child or a single parent with two children was almost met the real
Canadian children, a single parent with a single child could easily do the trick.
Under Canadian system, in term of the income tax return filing, a married couple with or
without children was exactly or 100% the same as a single parent with one or more children.
For single parent, one child could claim for equivalent to married.
Single parent with children would pay the same income tax as a couple with or without children.
The anti-married law would explain what happened when two Canadian families and their
children of a single parent with single child families merged into married couple.

In here we should notice that, a single parent with a single child could reduce the net income for
surviving by one person. Their basic need in Saskatchewan was $1020 rather than $1145 for
couple with one child or single parent with two children.
Under the new system, this family had a flexible income between $1020 and $1326 limitation of
Saskatchewan Child Benefit or around $306 flexible income in comparison to $181 for couple
with one child or single parent with two children.
Since a single parent with one child was paying income tax the same as married couple with one
child, this $125 extra income had secure a single parent with one child a really and truly a
Canadian families and their children as per definition of the law that implemented in 1998.

IV.3c Married Couple with 2 children or single parent with 3 children:
The family of two adults and two children or a single parent with 3 children would require at
least $1305/month basic need. It could maintain the maximum child benefit to avoid hunger but
it was far off the meet for Canadian families and their children requirement.
Again, the flexible income was just $21 but it was $5.44 SES reduction for either couple with
one child ($117.50 - $112.06) or single parent with two children ($152.50 - $147.06). Note that,
SES benefit was based on the number of children and the maximum was 5 children per family.

As you can see, the only way to beat this new system was single parent family.
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For instance; if I divorced then our new family would be single parent with two children and
three children respectively. Such hunger we faced as the married couple was minimal or it didn’t
exist at all. The anti-married couple below would explain my situation: married versus divorce.

IV.3d Was it nightmare end when NCB reached social assistance level?
Based on their theory, the nightmare of Saskatchewan heartless and inhuman treatment of their
children was considerably over in the post 2006 when SCB was phased out.
Unfortunately, in reality, it wasn’t.
Under NCB of Canadian government, up to 3 children per married couple would qualify for
Canadian children status.
Nevertheless, the limitation of SES was dragged down to 1 child but the second child could
considerably barely cling on to Canadian children for Saskatchewan resident in the post 2006.

It is very sad that, my family had 5 children which was at least 3
children exceeded Canadian children status.
Therefore, my children were subjecting to sacrifice their food ration to
improve the living of their Canadian children counterpart.
My children are the real born for slave by Canadian law.

V. Anti-married couple in Canadian system:
NOTES: Everything in this example was based on the actual calculation of the income tax return
in the year in question.

Despite the available child benefits but it is nowhere to compensate the anti-married that exist in
income tax return and other programs even in welfare system.

Let said the year was 1998 where SCB was available for increasing the benefit to the children
outside of welfare.
Let said a single parent with a single child and its annual net income was $12512 or about $1042
a month. (Notice a flexible income this Canadian families and their children can make. Income
could increase up to $284 more or $3408/year and still retaining maximum child benefit).
This income complies with Saskatchewan Building Independence program. Hence, the child
would receive maximum child benefits.
NCB = $65.41 and SCB = $60.00. Total child benefits from July 1999 to June 2000 were
$125.41 a month or $1504.92 annually.
The family was also received maximum $175 SES benefit.
With this net income, the family in question paid $114.92 income taxes but they could secure the
child basic need of $125.41 child benefits.
Their total gain was $300.41 ($175 SES + $125.41 child benefits) extra benefits per month or
$3605 a year plus extend healthcare coverage.
This is real Canadian families and their children.
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They still have room to increase their income by another $284/month or $3408/year without any
sweat at all.

Let assume another single parent with one child with the same net income as the above family.
Thus, the minimum benefits increase was also $3605 extra a year.

If these 2 families just stayed together without official married status, they would pay a total of
$229.84 income taxes but their total income benefits was $7210 a year. They still had room to
make income up to $6816 more. If they did, their total income benefit would as high as $14026.
But now, let we assumed they didn’t make that extra income. They were happy with $7210. 

As per 1997 throne speech, these families were Canadian families and their children because of
increase income benefits under redirect child benefit scheme and they could guaranteed their
child $125.41 (equivalent to the abolished child social assistance) in case they lost income.

If these 2 families decided to pronounce “I DO” (by mean of legally married), this new family
would no longer maintaining Canadian Families and their children anymore. They were now a
couple with two children. Sadly to say, non-Canadian families and their children status applied.

They became a couple with 2 children and the new family net income was $25024 or an average
of $2085.33 a month.
From July 1999 to June 2000, this new family would receive $45.44 from NCB and $0.00 from
SCB or an annual $545.28. It was a decrease of almost $2500 from ($1504.92 x 2 families).

The new family was also receiving $0.00 from SES. It was a total loss SES benefit.
(It was SES loss of $350/month ($175 x 2 families) or $4200/year.)

In addition to loss income benefits, this new wed family was also paying higher income tax as
well.
One spouse paid $1029.52 in federal income tax plus $537.78 Saskatchewan income tax. Total
was $1567.30.
The second spouse paid $1029.52 in federal income tax plus $87.78 Saskatchewan tax. Total
was $1117.30.
Total income tax paid was $2684.60 (based on actual income tax return filing). It was a loss of
around $2500 ($114.92 x 2 families).

Translate from above data, “I DO” is meant a total of $2454.76 ($2684.60 - $229.84) loss due to
paying higher income tax and $6664.72 loss in income benefits (expect benefits was $7210 -
$545.28 receiving benefits).
The total loss due to income tax and loss child benefits (exclude the loss of other benefits) was
$9119.48.
Instead of making $7210 benefits from Canadian families and their children, I do married you
would lose over than $9119. It wiped out entire Canadian families and their children benefits.
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They were no longer eligible for Canadian families and their children as per 1998 law.
Their children now were forced to use their food and clothing income to subsidy and improved
the living of Canadian families and their children like my children did.
Their children and my children became God being that scarify their own food to fund
complimentary programs, services, and increased income benefits for Canadian families and
their children.

“I DO” is a curse in Canada.

The curse continued to haunt if they lost job or income.
If they increased their number of children by 3 more to equivalent to mine, the curse became
fatal like it was happened to my family and my children.

V.1 Loss of income:
If one of them lost job or their income was dropping into Building Independence policy, their 2
children would live with $0.73 a day ($45.44 / 31 days a month / 2 children) for food ration.
It was just like my children during the 2000 and thereafter year.

(As note in my article “Who is really a Canadian Child?” allow one child for equivalent to
married would reduce the income tax affect but it won’t solve the loss of child and other
benefits.)

VI. The worst on the worse:
The worst part was Canadian law is effectively stealing food ration from the poorest and give to
the poor to become Canadian children.
One thing that we almost forgot in here is the overpayment incorporated by Saskatchewan social
service and many other jurisdictions in Canada.
The non-Canadian children by law like my children and many others are forcing to sacrifice
their food ration to fund the programs, services, and increased income benefits for the so-called
Canadian families and their children.
In addition, we didn’t know how much money from this hunger was used to pay high wages or
high salary of the programs and services operators and the watchdogs?
These high paid people were hired to incorporate the overpayment.
Can you imagine, they stole or rob your money and they assessed overpayment on part of the
return the stolen money?
That was happened in Canada under this new welfare reform. The poorest must sacrifice their
food ration to fund and improved the living of Canadian families and their children. Perhaps; the
payment was including high paid staffs to enforce their so-called overpayment.

In my opinion, the so-called overpayment should wipe out after people got off the system.
It was even better, applying communist killing field law. They were no overpayment on food
ration. PERIOD. Any authority created overpayment on food ration would charge for treason.
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Chapter Four
Prisoner versus lowest classes

Most of the countries around the world, prisoner is considering the lowest class in their society.
In Canada, prisoner was rank neck and neck with low-income retiree.
Due to the lack of interest in the low-income retiree, sooner or later, their status will drop to
below prisoner counterpart.
It is followed by welfare or social assistance recipient and the lowest class is the child beyond
Canadian children boundary as known as Non-Canadian children status.
The following is the table comparison between prisoner, welfare recipient, and non-Canadian
child.

Prisoner Welfare recipient

including retiree

on welfare

Non-Canadian

children by law

Eligible for social
assistance

N/A
Prison Institution

Yes
With condition attach

No
Abolished since

1998.

Food ration
guaranteed

Yes
Prison Institution’s
obligation.

No
Reduce by shelter
deficit, overpayment
recovery, and so on

None
Redirect maximum
child benefits even
the child received
none.

Assessed
overpayment on
food ration

No
Prison Institution’s
obligation.

Yes
Regular routine of
welfare business.

Yes, indirect.
(SES overpayment
for Saskatchewan.)

Extra income Yes
Prisoner retained its
wealth including
retirement or any
available benefit.

No
Limit maximum
$500 in bank account
or cash. The rest
transferred to
income.

No
Forced to delivery
Child benefits from
Canadian
government to others
at a loss basis.

The right to keep
Income tax refund

Yes No
Add to income for
surplus income and
subject to disqualify
from welfare. See my
2000's appeal cases.

N/A
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Continue... Prisoner Welfare recipient

including retiree

on welfare

Non-Canadian

children by law

Slave or force to
work in exchange
for food

No Yes (1)

Through workfare
program. It is a work
in exchange for
welfare paycheck.

Yes
Prepare a high yield
slave by funding
school supply from
its own food ration.

Holiday or
freedom of travel

No
Confine to prison
wall

No
Confine to job search
area. (see holiday
pay)

N/A
No money for
holiday anyway.

Holiday pay No
Prison Institution

No
Holiday pay is
considered 100%
income.

N/A
No any government
ever care about them.

Independent of
family member

Yes
Family member has
no legal binding on
what prisoner did
inside prison.

No
If one family
member refused
social service
demand, it affected
the entire family.

No
Family net income
affected its food
ration for the next 12
consecutive months.

Carrying the debt
on food’s
overpayment
balance
after the release

No
They have no
overpayment on food
while serving time to
begin with.

Yes
It was even carry
forward to spouse or
family member if the
head family
deceased.

Yes, Indirect.
(SES overpayment
for Saskatchewan.)

It is obvious that, Canada’s prisoner was the highest class in among welfare recipient and
non-Canadian children or the children outside Canadian families and their children.

(1) The horrified workfare in Saskatchewan was social service sent a married couple to
work far away from home (Alberta border). Instead of allowing one spouse took care of their
kids, social service hired babysitter. Just worked in exchange for food (slave), the state
(master) did that far, what do you expect from government’s redirect child benefits scheme?

What prisoner and welfare recipient have in common?
- No freedom of travel and No holiday.
Welfare recipient must confine to search for a job and holiday pay is 100% income. 
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What prisoner is out pace welfare recipient?
- Prisoner didn’t subject to workfare (work for food or slavery in a modern day).
- Prisoner action didn’t affect their family basic need.
- Prisoner didn’t subject to hunger while in prison.
- Prisoner didn’t have any overpayment to pay when release from prison.
- No limit of wealth upon release or even in prison.

What is the disadvantage welfare recipient had?
- No retirement plan.
- Subject to work in exchange for social assistance paycheck.
- Subject to live in hunger while on social assistance.
- Punish entire family if any of the family members refused to obey social service request.
- Carry on the so-called overpayment debt if exist.
- Upon releases from welfare prison, maximum wealth (including vehicle) can have is up
to $2000 or maximum $500 cash (the sum of cash and bank account). 

What is set aside non-Canadian children from both prisoner and welfare recipient?
- Not eligible for any food assistance and preventing from necessity for education.

What rank is appropriately subscribed each of these 3 groups?
The highest rank is prisoner which was share everything welfare recipient had but prisoner had
more privileges and rights than welfare counterpart in wealth, rights, and no overpayment to pay.
Welfare recipient ranks lower than prisoner but higher than non-Canadian children.
Non-Canadian children had similar right to welfare recipient but non-Canadian children didn’t
have any food protection. Non-Canadian children had to use their own food to pay for their own
school supply and clothing. My children are the perfect example of the non-Canadian children.

In conclusion:
Most of the basic rights were stripped out of prisoner as well as welfare recipient but prisoner
didn’t subject to food reduction while serving time. Welfare recipient didn’t have such right.
Prisoner was released as a freeman or freewoman but welfare recipient may carry a debt load
from food ration after they were release from welfare prison. The other advantage of prisoner
was the amount of cash and asset can be own. Welfare recipient didn’t have such opportunity.
The other hand, non-Canadian children was pretty much sharing fate with prisoner and welfare
recipient counterpart but non-Canadian children could only choose between living without child
benefits and no food’s assurance and then chosen between food and education.

In other words: 
Welfare prison is to make its recipient poorer while prison institution didn’t.
Slave prison, the other hand, restricted non-Canadian children both food and
necessity for education.
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Final Chapter
Justice by proxy

Where they are hopeless and injustice;
Heaven is your peer.

We had been watch Maher Arar case in horrify and disbelief.
In comparison to other dudes that encountered with similar situation, Maher Arar was
considered the luckiest person among those people. It had reason for that.
Maher Arar’s wife was in the position I called “one of them” (in my book “The rise and the fall
of communist and capitalist system”).
Without media interest and without her association with political party, her husband was nothing
but just the same as many other people that Prime Minister of Canada didn’t even consider issue
an apology.
The second lucky of Maher Arar was million dollars in legal fee.
These two assets were set him aside from any other cases and made his case special.

Finally, he got all the publicity, inquiry, and $10.5 million in compensation plus an additional $1
million for legal costs.
That was worth for a single person subjected to torture for about 6 months with about a million
dollars legal fee.
My family of 7 persons was subject to torture and even $0.00 food income for years and in
addition they utilized authoritarian seizure to confiscate more money from us and forced us to
even further living in hunger.
Sadly and without million dollar legal fee, I couldn’t get even the authoritarian seizure return.

Many children including my children could avert hunger with only $4 or less.
For $3, I had to fought for two allowed appeals (they didn’t allow appeal on the appeal) and I
still couldn’t secure $3 for my children to avoid hunger.
Adult had right to food assistance, why not one available for my children?
Other children had right to keep their receiving child benefits, why not my children?
After abandon the right to child benefits, why my children still couldn’t get the equivalent to
social assistance for surviving?

Unfortunately, without million dollars legal fee, my children had never see this $3 to avert
hunger in the land of Canada.

If I had million dollars legal fee, I would secure all children in Canada the equal right and the
right to life and all of them would be called the same name “Canadian Children”.
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If I had million dollars legal fee, my family wouldn’t subject to some kind or some sort of
retaliation in response to my letter to Prime Minister and Premiere.
There would also no authoritarian seizure, overpayment, cutoff SES, and on and on.

Without “One of them” status and without million dollars legal fee, justice for my family of 7
that was subjected to hardship and forced to live in hunger for years will never come to live.

When I think about it, I am speechless.
It is a huge different justice and human integrity and value in Canada.

While I was speechless and hopeless, Heaven being told me Heaven will never abandon these
victims.

Where they are hopeless and injustice;
Heaven is your peer.

If I could have one more wish, my second wish would be equal right, equal opportunity, equal
right to life, and justice to all.
I should have wish for this instead of the collapse of communist regimes.
In that time, I thought communist was the terrible and horrible evil and the world peace
obstruction.

Lord, please choose the next chosen to save Canada from some of madness politicians that
careless about the fate of Canada and their nation.

Written on behalf of those are thirsty for equal rights, right to life, and justice.

Regina, March 13, 2013

Eng S Ly
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